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WARRANT FOR THE ONE HUNDREDTH AND
SIXTY-NINTH ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHRE
(L. S.)
To the inhabitants of the Town of Northfield, in the
County of Merrimack in said State, qualified to vote in
Town affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Northfield Town
House in said Northfield, on Tuesday, the eighth day of
March, next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon
the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary town officers for the year en-
suing.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to
defray town charges for the ensuing year and make appro-
priations upon the following:
A. Town officers' salaries
B. Town officers' expenses
C. Election and Registration Expenses
E. Expenses of Town Hall and other town buildings
F. Police Department




K. Town Road and Bridge Maintenance
L. General expenses of highway department
M. Library
N. Old Age Assistance
O. Town welfare and relief
P. Memorial Day Expenses
Q. Care of Cemeteries
R. Interest on loans
S. Payment on principal of debt
3. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $400.00 for white pine blister rust control, (by re-
quest)
4. To see if the town will vote to> raise and appropriate
the sum of $1100.00 to the Tilton-Northfield District Nurse
Assoc.
5. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $100.00 to the Franklin Hospital Assoc.
6. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $634.96 for Town Road Aid under the super-
vision of the State Highway Department.
7. To see if the town will authorize the Selectmen to ad-
minister or dispose of any real estate that may be acquired
through Tax Collector's deeds.
8. To see if the town will allow the Selectmen to borrow
money in anticipation of taxes.
9. To see if the town will vote to accept the reports of
the officers as printed.
10. To transact any other business that may legally come
before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this first day of February,











1948 BUDGET AS APPROVED BY THE
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for the ensu-
ing year January 1, 1949 to December 1, 1949 compared
with ACTUAL Revenue and Expenditures of the pre-





Interest and dividend tax $ 779.65 $ 750.00
Railroad Tax 159.37 150.00
Savings Bank Tax 82.22 75.00
Reimbursement a/c State Forest Larid 2.37 2.50
Rent of town property 213.00 200.00
Income from Highway Department 1,349.05 1,500.00
Registration of Motor Vehicles
(Permit Fees) 1,762.00 1,750.00
Poll Taxes 908.00 900.00





tures 1948 tures 1949















Election and registration expenses
Expenses of town hall and other
town bldgs.
Police Department
Fire Department (out of
precinct only)









(Winter $4,560.97) 8,345.97 8,000.00
General Expenses of Highway
Department
Library Approp.
Old Age Assistance (25% of
total grant)





Debt (Arch Hill Dev. $5,002.97),
Note due on grader










Total Estimated revenue except taxes 5,378.50
Estimated amount to be raised by property
taxes for town government only (does
not include School and Precinct taxes) $35,414.43
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
APRIL 1, 1948
Lands and buildings including growing wood
and timber





Other neat stock, 39
Sheep and goats, 24
Hogs, 10
Fowls, 1000 ; "'






















Total valuation exclusive of soldiers' ex-
emptions $1,492,019.00
Soldiers' Exemptions $66,250.00
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND
TAXES ASSESSED
Town officers' salaries $ 1,450.00
Town officers' expenses 500.00
Election and registration expenses 850.00
Town hall & other town buildings 800.00
Police department 1,600.00
Fire Department (out of precinct only) 700.00
White Pine blister rust control 400.00
Health Dept. inch Hospital & District Nurse
approp. 1,240.00
Vital Statistics 50.00
Town Road Aid 632.07
Town Maintenance 7,500.00
General expenses of highway department 5,750.00
Sewer maintenance 400.00
Library 1,200.00
Old Age Assistance 1,200.00
Town welfare and relief 1,200.00
Memorial Day 100.00
Cemeteries 250.00
Interest on loans 550.00
Payments on principal of debt 3,500.00
County Tax 4,281.45
School Tax 33,898.44
Total Town and School Appropriations $68,051.96
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Less : Estimated Revenues and Credits
Interest and Dividend tax $800.00
Railroad tax 175.00
Savings Bank tax 90.00
Reimbursement a/c State Land 2.30
Motor Vehicle permit fees 1,750.00
Rent of town property 250.00
Interest received on taxes 200.00
Total Estimated Revenues and Credits $3,267.30
$64,784.66
Plus overlay 442.75
Net amount to be raised by taxation
for Town and School approp. $65,227.41
Less : Estimated Poll Taxes @ $2.00 $1,318.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 51.00
$1,369.00
Amount to be raised by property taxes for Town





Town of Tilton Proportion $2,865,949.00 $65,200.10
Overlay 143.54
$65,343.64











Town of Tilton Proportion $1,673,824.00 $12,051.53
Town of Northfield Proportion 979,050.00 7,049.16
$18,880.00
Overlay 220.69
Tilton-Northfield Fire Precinct $2,652,874.00 $19,100.69






Poll taxes © $2.00 1,318.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 51.00
Precinct Taxes 7,049.16




In hands of treasurer $3,983.33





Welfare & Relief 291.75
Other bills due Town 416.67
Unredeemed Taxes: (from tax sale on account of)
Levy of 1947 1,731.99




Levy of 1948 23,133.20
Levy of 1947 99.46
Total Assets $30,122.40




Accounts owed by the town
:
Bills outstanding $210.00
Due to State'—Special $3 Poll Taxes 3.00
Due to School Districts
:
Balance of 1948 Appropriation 13,898.44
Outstanding temporary loans in anticipation of taxes
:




Received for 593 Motor Vehicle Permits $2,058.50
Received for 209 Dog Licenses $493.25






Received for Filing Fees 7.00
Received for 1 town history 2.00




SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Description
Town Hall, land and building's 3 $15,000.00
Highway Department, land and buildings 5,000.00
Equipment 15,000.00
Park and Playground 5,000.00




Arch Hill Land 2,500.00
Tilton Woodland 100.00
Lake Sprout-land - - 500.00














National Bank Stock Taxes 51.00









National Bank Stock Taxes 51.00
Interest Collected 20.17
Abatements 452.30




















Abatements during year 339.53
Uncollected taxes as per collector's list 99.46
*p* 76Q 0,*vp^vJ,/ \Jjs.O*J





Taxes sold to town during
current fiscal year $2,067.80
Balance Unredeemed Taxes
January 1, 1949 $321.67 $151.01
Interest collected after
sale 3.75 4.20
Total Debits $2,071.55 $325.87 $151.01
Cr.
Remittances to Treas.
during year $ 339.56 $ 40.38
Unredeemed taxes—at close
of year 1,731.99 285.49 151.01






Cash on hand Jan. 1, 1948 $375.91
Selectmen and other sources 302.90
Harry W. Fifield, Collector of taxes
National Bank Stock Tax $5 1 .00
Property taxes, 1947 22,309.52
Property taxes, 1948 46,987.54
Poll taxes, 1945 5.00
Poll taxes, 1946 18.00
Poll taxes, 1947 280.00
Poll taxes, 1948 908.00
Redemptions from sales, 1946 40.38
Redemptions from sales, 1947 339.56
Interest Collected 752.81
Small Claims cost, 1948 8.70
— $71,700.51
Simeon R. Walker, Town Clerk







Savings Bank Tax 82.22
Interest and Dividend Tax 779.65
Reimbursement, loss of tax on State
forest land 2.37
Forest fires and training 98.32
21
Use of Grader for Town of
Canterbury 425.25
Use of Grader for Town of
Sanbornton 561.75
$2,109.93
Tilton Construction Co., use of grader $226.25
Howard M. Booth, refund on furnace for
town hall, not delivered 300.00
Citizens' National Bank, temporary
loans 23,500.00
Friendship Grange, rent of town hall 75.00
County Commissioners, reimbursements,
welfare and relief 3,822.58
Lawrence Connolly, reimbursement for
1947 salary 200.00
Wheaton Bros., rent of town property 84.00
Horace Wheaton, rent of town property 30.00
Lewis Read, rent of town property 24.00













From Local Taxes: (Collected and remitted to Treasurer)
Property Taxes—Current Year $46,987.54
Poll Taxes—Current Year
—
Regular @ $2.00 908.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 51.00
Total Current Year's taxes
collected and remitted $47,946.54
Property Taxes—Previous Years 22,309.52
Poll Taxes—Previous Years--Regular @ $2 298.00
Poll Taxes—Previous Years--Special @ $3 5.00
Interest received on taxes 761.51
Tax sales redeemed 379.94
From State
:
Interest and dividend tax $779.65
Railroad tax 159.37
Savings Bank tax 82.22
Reimbursement a/c State and
Federal forest lands 2.37




For Welfare and Relief 3,822.58




Rent of town property 213.00
Income from Highway Department 1,349.05
23
Registration of motor vehicles,
1948 Permits 2,058.50
Total Current Revenue Receipts $80,747.20
Receipts Other than Current Revenue :
Temporary loans in anticipation of
taxes during year $23,500.00
Refunds 300.00
Sale of town property 12.00
Reimbursements 367.10
Total Receipts Other than Current Revenue $24,179.10






General Government : .
.
Town officers' salaries .. $ 1,480.00
Town officers' expenses 1,320.44
Election and registration expenses 512.27
Expenses town hall and other town buildings 807.79
Protection of Persons and Property
:
Police Department 1,950.08













Town Road Aid 638.55
Town Maintenance (Summer $3,785.00)
(Winter $4,560.97) 8,345.97






Old Age Assistance 1,739.61
Town Welfare and Relief 1,941.78
















Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 296.50
Taxes bought by town 2,067.80
Total Current Maintenance Expenses $33,922.90
Interest
:
Paid on temporary loans in
anticipation of taxes $562.50
Total Interest Payments 562.50
Outlay for New Construction and Permanent Improvements
:
Arch Hill Housing Dev. $5,002.97
New Equipment 11,645.17
Total Outlay Payments 16.648.14
Indebtedness
:
Payments on loans in anticipation
of taxes $7,500.00
Total Indebtedness Payments 7,500.00
Payments to Other Governmental Divisions
:
Taxes paid to County $4,281.45
Payments to Precincts 6,976.16
Payments to School Districts
—
(Approp. $31,000.00)
(Dog Lie. $427.73) 31,427.73
Total Payments to Other Governmental Divisions 42,685.34
Total Payments for all Purposes $101,318.88
DETAILED STATEMENTS OF PAYMENTS
TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES
Vincent P. Leary, selectman $400.00
Max J. Lucier, selectman 300.00
Carmen Southwick, selectman 200 00
Martha P. Carr, treasurer 75.00
Simeon R. Walker, clerk 75.00
Harry W. Fifield, tax collector 400.00
Daniel C. Read, auditor 15.00
Donald C. Taylor, auditor 15.00
$1,480.00
GENERAL EXPENSES
American City Magazine, municipal index $6.00
Assoc, of New Hampshire Assessors, 1948 dues 2.00
Brown & Saltmarsh Co., stationery supplies 10.39
Burdick Adver. Co., tax notice 8.50
John W. Crawford, small claims writs 12.18
Katherine A. Crowley, Reg., conveyances and
records 36.54
Harry W. Fifield, postage 40.50
Gale's Insurance Agency, town officers' bonds 125.00
Griffin Drug Co., portable typewriter 71.55
Vira M. Holmes, Reg., list of estates .50
Dean Leary, perambulating town lines 10.00
Vincent P. Leary, expenses and mileage 85.00
W. R. Morrison, printing and town reports 608.14
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone service 174.84
27
Chas. C. Rogers Co., stationery supplies 32.60
Daniel C. Read, printing and stamped envelopes 32.00
Tilton Post Office, postage 24.00
Simeon R. Walker, supplies and expenses 40.70
ELECTION AND REGISTRATION EXPENSES
Richard P. Smart, moderator
Howard L. Wollinger, ass't moderator
Harold V. Smith, supervisor of checklist
Howard H. Alieff, supervisor of checklist
Lewis D. Read, supervisor of checklist
Ralph Goodale, ballot clerk
Jed W. Hunkins, ballot clerk
Mary A. Looney, ballot clerk
Ellen Small, ballot clerk
Sarah M. Smith, ballot clerk
Yelma E. Simpson, ballot clerk
Burdick Adver. Co., notice for special meeting
Friendship Grange, meals for officers
R, E. Lane, printing
Lewis D. Read, printing
Daniel C. Read, printing
Tilton Cafe, meals for officers
Malcolm H. Thompson, Superior Court petition
for special town meeting
Dixon F. Vancore, moderator
Wheeler & Clark, tally sheets
Tilton Inn, meals for officers
Winnifred F. Walker, ass't town clerk



























EXPENSES OF TOWN HALL AND
OTHER TOWN BUILDINGS
Maurice Allard, labor $28.00
Thomas Daniels, lumber 20.88
Philip Dubuc, labor 28.00
Guy B. Huckins, labor 45.00
Carl Hanson, repairs 106. SO
Austin Hanson, repairs 88.13
Philip Huckins, labor 16.80
Donald Huckins, labor 5.60
Bryant & Lawrence, supplies 6.93
Max J. Lucier, wood 9.00
Public Service Co., electric service 120.88
Leon Rand, wood 38.50
Lewis D. Read, repairs 2.25
Tilton Coal and Supply, fuel oil 111.06
Tilton-Northfield Aqueduct Co., water service 35.00
A. A. Thompson Coal Co., coal 145.26
$807.79
TILTON-NORTHFIELD POLICE DEPARTMENT
Freeman Braley, police duty $17.80
Walter Buczynski, police duty 2,444.00
Walter Buczynski, mileage and overtime 629.07
Lawrence Dubia, police duty 1,802.05
Clifford Richardson, police duty 112.14
Frank Twombly, police duty 51.15
Harry Urquhart, police duty 549.60
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone service 205.12
Burdick Adver. Co., printing 1.80
Towne i& Robie, printing 11.50
Myron L. Meserve, supplies 4.89
Sanborn News Agency, supplies 5.60
29
Bryant & Lawrence, supplies 12.61
Terrien Taxi, taxi hire 1.50
•W. S. Darky Co., police supplies 47.99
Wray's Sports Shop, police supplies 68.56
$5,965.38
Net cost to Town of Tilton $4,015.30
Net cost to Town of Northfield $1,950.08
FIRE DEPARTMENT
(OUT OF PRECINCT ONLY)
Roy A. Jordan, Deputy Fire Warden $25.00
Glendon Lockwood, forest fire warden's salary 25.00
Glendon Lockwood, forest fire payroll 194.97
State of New Hampshire, fire tools 34.62
Tilton-North field Fire Precinct, fire payroll 23.25
$302.84
WHITE PINE BLISTER RUST CONTROL
State of New Hampshire, 1948 appropriation in full $400.00
BOUNTIES
59 Hedgehog bounties $29.50
DAMAGE BY DOGS
Walter Buczynski, collecting dog licenses and
expenses
R. E. Lane, license books
Wheeler & Clark, license tags
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Burdick Adver. Co., dump notices
Franklin Hospital Assoc, 1948 appropriation
Philip Dubuc, labor at dump










Carmen Southwick, use of dump 10.00
Tilton-Northfield District Nurse Assoc,
1948 appropriation 1,100.00
Simeon R. Walker, health officer and expenses 24.13
$1,304.73
VITAL STATISTICS
Simeon R. Walker, recording fees $45.00
SEWER MAINTENANCE
Diamond Match Co., pipe $44.52
Guy B. Huekins, labor payroll 296.60






General expenses of highway dept. 4,307.82
$12,653.79
Detailed
Howard Alief f, use of tractor $178.50
Auclair Trans. Company, express 1.05
Boston & Maine R. R., freight 267.84
Bryant & Lawrence, supplies 176.74
Albert A. Carr, gravel 90.00
John W. Crawford, light fixtures 15.00
The Chemical Corp., road salt 279.00
John A. Connare Co., repairs 26.10
George Daniels, use of truck '• 5.25
Charles E. Douphinett, supplies 1.11
Walter Daniels, bridge plank 156.54
31
Diamond Match Co., supplies 6.60
C. A. Dorval Co., supplies 13.98
Gale's Insurance Agency, insurance 496.28
Granite State Motors Co., repairs and
supplies . 479.39
George Greenwood, repairs 13.86
Guy B. Huckins, use of truck . 888.00
Guy B. Huckins, paid out for supplies 45.00
R. C. Hazelton Co., supplies 125.80
Hedge & Mattheis, supplies 53.60
Ken's Service Station, supplies and
repairs 86.64
Kidder Lumber Co., supplies 7.00
Laconia Wrecking Co., repair parts 20.00
Merrimack Farmers Exchange, supplies 100.97
C. E. Marden, repairs 12.93
N. H. Explosive, repair parts 26.10
Prescott Oil Co., supplies 7.12
Northfield Garage, gas and supplies 901.47
Roberts Service Station, Diesel Fuel 445.59
D. C. Read, printing notices 4.70
Ralph Smith Co., supplies 24.00
Sanel Auto Parts Co., repair parts 16.75
C. P. Stevens Co., supplies 54.92
Smith Lumber Co., bridge plank 274.56
Scott Machinery Co., repair parts 9.30
William Stacey, lumber 13.65
State Highway Garage, repairs and
supplies 176.06
Shell Oil Co., supplies 8.49
A. A. Thompson Coal Co., supplies 24.82
Willey's Express, express on parts 1.08






Chester Bosworth, Jr. 8.40





















State of New Hampshire, 1948 appropriation $638.55
ARCH HILL HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
Leonard Allard, labor $197.00
Maurice Allard, labor 215.60
Harold Cross, labor 22.40
George Clifford, labor 126.70
Concord Fdry & Machine, manholes and covers 165.00
33
Thomas Daniels, supplies 4.38
Philip Dubuc, labor 165.20
Howell's Business Service, stationery supplies 3.40
Bryant & Lawrence, supplies 39.87
Guy B. Huckins, foreman and truck 189.50
Philip Huckins, labor 187.60
Donald Huckins, labor 42.70
Eugene W. Leach, abstract of title 90.00
Johns-Manville Corp, transite sewer pipe 1,743.56
A. B. Nelson, trench digger 288.00
Clarence Shaw, gravel 33.60
C. P. Stevens, tile pipe 723.37
Walter F. O'Neil, C. E., land survey 473.00
Tilton Construction Co., bulldozer 109.20
A. A. Thompson Coal Co., tile pipe 178.88
Willey's Express, express 4.01
$5,002.97
LIBRARY
Hall Memorial Library, 1948 appropriation $1,200.00
PUBLIC WELFARE
State of N. H., Old Age Assistance,
25fo of total grant $1,739.61
Town welfare and relief 1,941.78
County and transient welfare and relief 4,337.55
MEMORIAL DAY
American Legion Post No. 49, 1948 Approp. $100.00
CARE OF TOWN CEMETERIES
Guy B. Huckins, labor payroll $78.40
34
Park Cemetery Assoc., 1948 appropriation 100.00
$178.40
UNCLASSIFIED PAYMENTS
Harry W. Fifield, 1947 tax sales $2,067.80
Simeon R. Walker, motor vehicle permit fees 296.50
INTEREST
Citizens National Bank, interest on loans $562.50
NEW EQUIPMENT
Hedge & Mattheis Co., Austin Western Diesel
Power Grader complete with V plow and wing $11,645.17
INDEBTEDNESS
Citizens National Bank, payments on loans $7,500.00
TAXES PAID TO COUNTY
County of Merrimack, 1948 taxes in full $4,281.45
PAYMENTS TO T-N UNION SCHOOL DISTRICT
Tilton-Northfield Union School District
Balance in full 1947 appropriation $11,000.00
1948 dog taxes in full 427.73
a/c 1948 appropriation 20,000.00
PAYMENTS TO T-N FIRE PRECINCT
Tilton-Northfield Fire Precinct,
1948 appropriation in full $6,976.16








Having examined the accounts of the Selectmen, Treas-
urer, Tax Collector, Town Clerk, Road Agent, and Trustees
of Trust Funds for the year ended December 31, 1948, we




















Submitted herewith is the report of an audit and examina-
tion of the accounts of the Town of Northfield which was
made by this Division, acting under authority of Chapter
82, Section 27, of the Revised Laws of New Hampshire,
which provides in part as follows
:
"Audit on Motion of Commission. The commission
may cause an audit to- be made of the accounts of
any city, town, school district, village district or
precinct, as often as once in two< years, or whenever
conditions appear to it to warrant such audit."
This audit covered the fiscal year ended December 31, 1947,
and the period from January 1st to October 18th, 1948.
Exhibits as hereafter listed are included as part of the report
which is made up in three sections as follows
:
Section I —Fiscal Year ended December 31, 1947
Section II —Period January 1st to October 18th, 1948
Section III—Statistical Tables covering ten year period
SCOPE OF AUDIT
Included in the examination and audit were the accounts
and records of the Board of Selectmen, Treasurer, Tax Col-
lector, Town Clerk and Trustees of Trust Funds.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Comparative Balance Sheets: Dec 31, 1946-Dec. 31, 1947:
(Exhibit A)
Comparative Balance Sheets as of December 31, 1946 and
December 31, 1947, are presented in Exhibit A. As indicated
therein the Surplus increased by $152.23 during the year
1947.
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Analysis of Change in Financial Condition: (Exhibit B)
An analysis of the change in financial condition of the
Town during the year is made in Exhibit B, with the factors




Net Budget Surplus $479.35




Decrease in Accounts Receivable $177.05
Increase in Account Payable 105.04
Tax Liens Transferred to Tax Deeds 75.24
Town Check to Collector in Excess of Actual
Amount of Taxes Bought by Town 1.55
$358.88
Net Increase $152.23
Comparative Statements of Appropriations and Expendi-
tures—Estimated and Actual Revenues: (Exhibits C &
Comparative statements of appropriations and expendi-
tures, estimated and actual revenues for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 1947, are presented in Exhibits C and D. As
indicated by the budget summary (Exhibit D), a net revenue
surplus of $1,527.94, less a net overdraft of appropriations
of $1,048.59, resulted in a net budget surplus of $479.35.
Summary of Receipts and Expenditures : (Exhibit E)
A summary of receipts and expenditures for the fiscal year
ended December 31, 1947, made up in accordance with the
uniform classification of accounts, is included in Exhibit E.
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Proof of the Treasurer's balance as of October 18, 1948, is
indicated in Exhibit L.
Statistical Tables
:
The third section of the report is comprised of statistical
tables covering the ten year period from 1938 to 1947. These
are as follows
:
I —Comparative Balance Sheets
II —Comparative Statement of Indebtedness, Valuation
and Taxes
III—Comparative Statement of Taxable Valuation and
Taxes Assessed
AUDIT PROCEDURE
The accounts and records of all town officials charged
with the custody, receipt and disbursement of public funds
were examined and audited. Vouchers and cancelled checks
were compared with supporting invoices and payrolls as well
as entries in the books of record. Receipts were checked by
source insofar as possible and totals of receipts and expendi-
tures verified. Book balances were verified by comparison
with reconciled bank balances made from statements ob-
tained from depositary banks.
GENERAL COMMENTS
Tax Collector:
Several recommendations were made, the adoption of
which should materially improve the accounting records and
procedures of the tax collector. These included
:
(1) Use of the standard form of loose leaf columnar
cash book which provides columns for the segre-
gation of property and poll taxes, interest, and.
redemptions from tax sales by years of levy. The
standard form of collector's report transmits this
information to the Treasurer in like manner.
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(2) All collections should be entered immediately in
the cash book and then posted to the warrant
book.
(3) Added taxes should be entered on a separate page
in the back of the warrant book.
(4) The standard form of "record of tax sales book"
should be used. This provides a complete record
of each piece of property sold for taxes and sub-
sequent redemptions made therefrom.
Selectmen:
More attention should be given to the proper classification
of expenditures. An expenditure of $553.42 in 1947 for town
reports was classified as ''election and registration expense."
The correct classification should have been "town officers'
expenses." An expenditure of $30.00 for town auditors'
salaries was also charged to "election and registration ex-
pense" rather than "town officers' salaries." These and other
improperly classified expenditures were transferred to the
correct account and such adjustments are reflected in Ex-
hibits C and E.
Conclusion :
The accounts of all town officers which we examined
were found in good condition and the accounting procedure,
with exceptions as herein noted, conformed to the standards
prescribed by this Division.
The provisions of Section 31, Chapter 211, of the Laws of
1939, require that this report or a summary of its essential
features shall be published in the next annual town report.
This letter of transmittal should be included in its entirety
but the inclusion of Exhibits is optional.
40
We extend our thanks to the officials of the Town of




DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Alan R. Matthews, Auditor
Hugh J. Cassidy, Accountant
Roger G. Guilmette, Accountant





This is to certify that we have audited the accounts and
records of the Town of Northfield for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 1947, and the period from January 1st to
October 18th, 1948; and, subject to exceptions as noted in
the report, found them to be in good order. In our opinion
the Exhibits included herewith reflect the true financial con-
dition of the Town, together with the results of operations




DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Alan R. Matthews, Auditor
Roger G. Guilmette, Accountant
Hugh J. Cassidy, Accountant
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Balance Jan. 1, 1948 $44.01
From Hall Memorial Library Trustees 400.00
Total $444.01
Expenditures
133 New Books $210.34
14 Subscriptions 61.00
49 Book Bindings 54.66
Supplies 16.60
Balance Jan. 1, 1949 101.41
Total $444.01
IONA SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNT
Book No. 12404:
Balance Jan. 1, 1948 $928.15
Interest June 1, 1948 6.96
Interest Dec. 1, 1948 9.35
Balance Jan. 1, 1949 $944.46
Book No. 16629
:
Balance Jan. 1, 1948 $1,253.76
Interest June 1, 1948 9.40
Interest Dec. 1, 1948 12.63




Balance Jan. 1, 1948 1,205.01
Interest June 1, 1948 9.04
Interest Dec. 1, 1948 12.14




REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
RECEIPTS
December 31, 1947, Balance on hand $1,263.22
Received Arthur A. Abbott, sale of furnace 25.00
Received Geo. P. Lovett, refund on table purchased 10.00
Town of Northfield, N. H., 1948 appropriation
in full 1,200.00
Town of Tilton, N. H., 1948 appropriation in full 1,200.00
Total receipts $3,698.22
PAYMENTS
Mary Osgood, salary as Librarian $800.00
Tilton-Northfield Library Associa-
tion, Alan Stewart, Treas. 400.00
George Fisher, Services as janitor 200.00
George Greenwood, Installation of
furnace and repairs 598.99
Tilton Coal & Supply Co., Fuel 170.82
A. A. Thompson, Fuel Co., Fuel 126.99
Gale's Insurance Agency, Premiums 78.00
Public Service Co. of N. H., electricity
for year 39.12
H. A. Manning Co., Adv. in Directory 36.00
Perley Huckins, Janitor work 24.50





Ronald Cloddy, Rubbish removal 14.00
Bryant & Lawrence, supplies 13.57
Central Garage & Supply Co., seed and
fertilizer 12.65
Geo. P. Lovett, table for library 10.00
Harry Knox, table for library 8.00
Burdick Advertising Co. 2.00
Harry Knox, repairs to lights L30
The Citizens National Bank, service
charge ,30
Total Payments $2,571.99
Balance on hand December 31, 1948 $1,126.23
Savings Account No. 546*—Elizabeth A. Herrick
Fund, in memory of her father and mother, the
Reverend Marcellus A. Herrick and Hannah
Putnam Herrick.
Balance on hand December 31, 1947 $1,087.01
April and October, 1948 dividend 16.36
Balance on hand December 31, 1948 $1,103.37
Savings Account No. 788—Mittie Louise Emery Fund
Balance on hand December 31, 1947 $2,070.96
April and October, 1948 dividend 31.18
Balance on hand December 31, 1948 $2,102.14
Savings Account No. 15799—Elizabeth Page Fund
Balance on hand December 31, 1947 $2,256.69
June and December, 1948 dividend 39.65
Balance on hand December 31, 1948 $2,296.34
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Savings Account No. 17448—Joseph W. Morrison Fund
Balance on hand December 31, 1947 $2,318.26
June and December, 1948 dividend 40.74





TILTON AND NORTHFIELD DISTRICT
NURSING ASSOCIATION
RECEIPTS
Jan. 1; 1948 through Dec. 31, 1948
Balance Jan. 1, 1948 $1,579.26
Automobile Fund 1,200.00
Town of Tilton $1,100.00
Petty cash 295.00
Metropolitan Insurance Co. 79.00




Alice French, R. N. $1,612.00
Martha W. Chen, R. N. 35.00
Mary Jones, R. N. 154.00




Gale's Insurance Agency 48.96
Central Garage 2.50
Robert's Service Station 99.58
Canton Chevrolet Co. 7.60






Canton Chevrolet Co. 900.00
Automobile Fund 300.00





Having examined the foregoing account, we find it cor-





ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DISTRICT NURSE
Fiscal Year Jan. 1, 1948 to Dec. 31, 1948













Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat 27
Baby and Pre-school office Conferences ; 223
Total calls 3,352
Through the efforts of Dr. Kathleen Robinson and the
cooperation of the State Board of Health the District
Nursing Association has been able to provide regularly,
triple Toxoid Clinics and Baby Health conferences once
a month for seven months of the year. The mothers
have responded well and at the end of the year we are
able to report that 165 children received Toxoid, 58 com-
pleted the series, 51 were vaccinated, 37 received health
examinations. Several conditions were noted and
given medical attention that might otherwise have es-
caped detection.
I wish at this time to thank Dr. Kathleen Robinson
for giving so much of her time and interest. I also wish
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to thank the ladies for their assistance and the American
Legion for the use of the hall where some of the clinics
were held.
Transportation was furnished for 20 patients to clinics,
hospitals and specialists.
Mrs. Mary Jones, R. N., substituted for the regular
nurse for her month's vacation.
The Rotary Club supplied Christmas gifts that were
delivered by the District Nurse to children of 9 families
which meant 22 children received gifts from them.
The Ladies' Auxiliary of the American Legion sup-
plied toys to 10 children.
Christmas was made merry for 18 families and 5 in-
dividuals by the contributions of the Elks with their
Christmas dinners.
The Odd Fellows gave a complete Christmas dinner to
a family of 5 and supplied toys to 4 children.
The Salvation Army furnished 4 complete dinners for
4 families.
$6.00 was contributed by the boys of the Golden Rule
Farm and given to the District Nurse that was used for
Christmas gifts for 10 children.
In behalf of the Nursing Association, I thank the Til-
ton and Northfield Firemen for the use of the garage
for the last 2 winters.
It has been a happy year working for the Tilton and
Northfield people. I appreciate and thank the Nursing
board members, the Doctors, the Episcopal Guild for the
dressings made and the residents for their friendliness
and their cooperation in assisting >me in many ways in
my work.
Respectfully submitted,
ALICE M. FRENCH, R. N.
TILTON AND NORTHFIELD FIRE DISTRICT
WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of Tilton Fire District, qualified to
vote in District Affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet in Tilton Town Hall,
Friday, March 11, 1949, at 7:30 o'clock in the afternoon,
to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a treasurer for the ensuing year.
4. To choose three firewards for the ensuing year.
5. To choose an auditor for the ensuing year.
6. To hear reports of the treasurer and firewards and
pass any vote relating thereto.
7. To see what action the District will vote to take
in regard to renewing the lighting contract and raise
money for same in sum of $6,000.
8. To see what action the District will vote to take
in regard to renewing the water contract for hydrants
and raise money for same in sum of $3,300.
9. To see what action the District will vote to take
regarding payment of administration, firemen, new equip-
ment, complete covering north and east sides of Fire Sta-
tion with Birds' insulation siding, and other incidental
expenses in the sum of $7,370.
10. To see if the District will vote to pay the Iona
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Savings Bank the sum of $2,000 and interest of $60.00 for
Precincl note due as of July 19, 1949.
11. To \ransact any other business that may legally





To the Inhabitants of Tilton and Northfield:
It is a pleasure at this time to present to you citizens
of the Precinct a brief summary of what has transpired
during the past year.
With what funds we had available we have endeavored
to act judiciously in the expenditure of same.
The detailed statement of expenses during the year
give you a clear conception as to how your funds were
used and to whom paid.
The estimated expenses for the coming year are
slightly under the amount required for the year 1948.
It is our aim to curtail in every way possible, but there
are certain articles of equipment that have to be re-
placed yearly providing you wish to maintain an efficient
fire department for the safety of your homes and all
public buildings, also for the protection of the men
within the fire department who have demonstrated their
competence on all occasions. Our hats are off to the
members of Engine No. 1 and Engine No. 2 for the
wonderful job they have done this past year.
The Public Service Company has done a very fine job
on our street lighting system. The lights on Main street
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have been raised and larger bulbs installed. This change
has greatly improved same. Many changes have been
made throughout the Precinct on various streets after
careful study and inspection. The results of same have
proven very satisfactory. There are still a few changes
to be made and the Public Service Company has informed
us that same will be completed with all due dispatch.
The two idle hydrants in question have been taken
up and replaced by the Aqueduct Company—one on Vine
street extension and one on Prospect street. The changes
should prove most beneficial in the future when needed
instead of being idle as heretofore.
During the past year under the able supervision of
Miss Barbara Bird, all members of the Fire Depart-
ment took a refresher course in Red Cross First Aid.
This is just another step towards building up the efficien-
cy of the Department. Miss Bird is to be complimented
for the hearty cooperation in this work with the De-
partment members.
We are pleased to announce at this time that during the
past year the Red Cross has presented the Department
with a fine Aluminum Boat to be used in conjunction with
our Rescue Car. This is certainly greatly appreciated
as it adds a ve"y important piece of equipment in con-
nection with the Rescue Car. We still have a few
necessary articles to purchase for this Car in order to
have a complete unit. The young men assigned to oper-
ate this car have all passed physical requirements nec-
essary to carry on the duties in connection with same,
such as entering burning buildings to take out anyone
unable to care for themselves, people in drowning acci-
dents, First Aid, and many other duties.
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In addition the the Boat the Red Cross has also pre-
sented the Department with six First Aid Kits and a
stretcher to be used in the Rescue Car.
All of the above mentioned equipment has been made
available through the untiring- efforts of Miss Barbara
Bird.
The Firewards wish at this time in behalf of the Citi-
zens of Tilton and Northfield to express their sincere
thanks and appreciation to Miss Bird for her coopera-
tion and efforts in procuring for us this very valuable
life saving equipment.
The weekly drills during the summer months were
very well attended by all the members of both Com-
panies. The experience gained at these drills along with
the instructions rendered by Chief Jordan and Assistant
Chief Robert have proved most beneficial to all.
Our greatest conflagration during the past year was
the fire at Emery Thibodeau's Stucco Block on Main
street. This fire started in the plant of the Tilton
Cleaners and soon spread over the entire building. The
other occupants of the building were the Boston Dress
Shop and F. S. Shepherd Furniture Store. The greatest
loss was in the Tilton Cleaners plant, whereas the other
occupants suffered mostly from smoke and water. Ow-
ing to a steel ceiling the firemen were greatly hampered
but from past experience with a similar fire, it was con-
fined to the building and shortly brought under control.
The loss was estimated at $30,000 by Chief Jordan. Mr.
Thibodeau has completely renovated the building and
has one of the most modern store buildings on Main
street.
The firemen have renovated and equipped a very fine
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kitchen over the Station. They have built-in cupboards,
installed a gas range and purchased some dishes. They
did the work themselves and paid for same out of their
Building Fund. Anyone having any silver to donate the
boys will be graciously accepted. They now will begin
renovating the hall and when completed will give them
very fine quarters for their social activities.
We regret to state that during the past year there were
eleven (11) more Box Alarms and five (5) more House
Calls then the previous year. We attribute this to two
conditions. First—Many people are burning softwood
not fully dried and this will cause soot to form in your
chimney very rapidly, so please have your chimneys
looked after at least twice during the year, thereby pro-
tecting your home and save expense for the Precinct.
Second—Many people become spasmodic when they see
a chimney buring out and call the Fire Station. They
get no response for the reason that there is not a per-
manent man on duty, so they rush out and pull in a
Box Alarm. This is very expensive for the Precinct.
Please note: When you get no reply from Fire Station,
please call Chief Jordan's house or Assistant Chief Robert
at his Service Station. This will save time and money,
also assist in getting the proper equipment to the scene
with all due dispatch.
We have received notice from the Motorolo Incorpor-
ated that around March 1st we will receive our F. M.
Radio. In recent tests made from the Gulf near San-
bornton Square, Gulf beyond Soldiers' Home and the
Franklin Fire Station, it has proven to be 100% perfect
both in sending and receiving from the Fire Station.
We are working in conjunction with the Selectmen rela-
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tive to installing a Fire Alarm Box at the Johns-Manville
Plant and one at Cozy Corner. This will greatly increase
the efficiency of the Department and benefit the citizens
in said locality.
Another project that we are working on with the
Selectmen of Tilton and Northfield is the purchase of a
Tank Car of 750 gallons capacity mounted on a 1}4 ton
chassis with pump and hose attached. This Tank Car
would be used outside the Precinct for the protection of
farm property without proper water supply. Many
towns have this additional equipment and same has
proven very effective in saving many farm buildings.
In closing may we express our appreciation to all the
Firemen for the wonderful work they are doing; and
to you citizens of Tilton and Northfield, may we say











Interest on Loans 135.00
Insurance and Bonds 750.16
Printing 21.80
Payroll 2,390.11












SCHEDULE OF EXPENSE IN DETAIL
No. 1—Hydrant Rental













Public Service Co. of N. H. $5,216.65
No. 3—Notes Payable
Citizens National Bank $2,000.00
No. 4—Interest on Loans
Citizens National Bank $75.00





No. 5—Insurance and Bond
R. B. Chalmers $294.55
Gale's Insurance Co. 310.44
L. Maurice Zing 81.00




W. R. Morrison $21.80
No. 7-—Payroll





Bryant & Lawrence $40.87
George Greenwood & S(Dn 16.76
Merlin Cook 29.22
C. E. Marden 10.00
Kidder Lumber Co. 19.40
Tilton Hardware 10.98



























Beaulieu & Carroll $9.45
Fred M. Batchelder Co. 102.62
Fire Protection Co. 22.00
James Coffin 26.50
No. 12—New Equipment
American Fire Equipment Co. $43.09
American LaFrance Co. 112.50
Geo. Buckminister Co. 21.44
R. H. Smith Co. 17.25
Fire Protection Co. 364.08
Gamewell Co. 317.85
No. 13—Fire Station Maintenance
Udoff Motors $109.77
Tilton Coal & Supply Co. 210.53
Geo. Greenwood 7.75
Bryant & Lawrence 14.35
Public Service Co. of N. H. 126.95
Harold Thompson 159.41
C. F. Spencer 2.00
Forrest Boynton 220.00
New England Tel. & Tel. Co. 85.59
No. 14—Truck Up-Keep
Seagrave Corp. $29.80
C. A. Dorval Co. 7.36
Granite State Motors . 10.92






Prescott Oil Co. 16.06
American Fire Equipment Co. 59.59







Roy Jordan, Chief $200.00
Joseph Robert, Ass't Chief 125.00
Roy Jordan, Warden 75.00
Howard Alieff, Warden 75.00
A. A. Covieo, Warden 100.00
Rachel Entwistle, Treasurer 50.00
R. B. Chalmers, Collecting Taxes 25.00
H. W. Fifield, Collecting Taxes 25.00
Fred A. Smart, Moderator 5.00
No. 17—Miscellaneous
Iona Savings Bank $2.53
International Assoc, of Fire Chiefs 10.00
Burdick Advertising Co. 35.46
S. M. Spencer Mfg. Co. 11.97
Municipal Fire Appliance Co. 6.85
Elizabeth Corliss 75.00








Town of Tilton $2,147.69
$2,147.69
$19,260.68
NEW EQUIPMENT PURCHASED DURING 1948




3 12x18 Salvage Covers
George Buckminister Co.
1 Pipe Ratchet y2 -2
R. H. Smith Co.
2 Oxygen Cylinders
Fire Protection Co.
1 A-l Smoke Mask
200 feet 2^-inch Fire Hose
Gamewell Co.






















Fire Alarm System 6,900.00
1 Seagrave 600 gal. Pumper 5,000.00
1 Seagrave 500 gal. Pumper 3,500.00
1 Dodge \y2 Ton Truck 2,000.00
1 60-ft. Extension ladder 60.00
1 40-ft. Extension ladder 40.00
1 32-ft. Extension ladder 20.00
2 28-ft. Extension ladders 20.00
2 25-ft. roof ladders 50.00
1 17-ft. taper ladder 17.00
1 25-ft. wall ladder 25.00
1 12-ft. folding ladder 20.00
40 ft. 4 J/2 -inch hard suction hose 160.00
10 ft. 4^>-inch soft suction hose 25.00
30 ft. 4-inch hard suction hose 120.00
. 10 ft. 4-inch soft suction hose 25.00
2400 ft. 2^-inch fire hose 2,600.00
1000 ft. 1^-inch fire hose 750.00
150 ft. Garden hose 25.00
1 Ideal Boiler 150.00
1 Century Control burner 150.00
2 Unit heaters 200.00
1 Emerson Resuscitator 400.00
30 Firemen's coats 300.00
23 Firemen's helmets 207.00
26 pairs rubber boots 247.00
600 ft. Fire Alarm Wire 18.00
200 ft. Lean in Wire 16.00
3 Foamite Extinguishers 100.00
8 Soda and acid extinguishers 160.00
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4 1^-inch fog nozzles 140.00
2 2^-inch fog nozzles 70.00
600 ft. Booster hose 312.00
5 Gas masks 125.00
4 C. O. 2 Extinguishers 100.00
1 Electric Hose Dryer 500.00
4 2j4-inch play pipe and shut-off nozzles 228.00
2 Rockwood nozzles 102.00
1 Rockwood nozzle. 17.00
1 Reel No. 8 Fire Alarm Wire 150.00
1 Hand Searchlight 20.00
3 12x18 Salvage Covers 115.00
1 Pipe Ratchet 22.00
2 Oxygen Cylinders 18.00
1 Smoke Mask 75.00
2 Stand Pipes and Connections
. 288.00
Fire Station Furnishings 50.00
Office Equipment 50.00

























Estimated damage to buildings and contents by fires in
Precinct, $31,528.00.





ESTIMATED EXPENSE FOR 1949
Article No. 7—Street Lighting $6,000.00
Article No. 8—Hydrant Rentals 3,300.00





Insurance and Bond 500.00
New Fire Alarm Boxes (2) 320.00
Fire Protection (Payroll) 2,500.00
New Equipment* 800.00
Fire Station Maintnanee 800.00
Siding on Fire Station 600.00
Administration 700.00
Up-keep of Trucks and Repairs 400.00
Line Repairs 400.00
Miscellanous 200.00
$7 ^70 00vjV ,«J/ \J.\J\J
Total Estimated Expense $18,730.00
^Include in New Equipment : 3 Salvage Covers, 1 Smoke
Mask, 300 ft. Fire Hose, $637.50.
NOTES PAYABLE
Iona Savings Bank
$2,000 note due July 19, 1949—To be paid in full.
HALL IMPROVEMENT FUND
Balance in Iona Savings Account No. 18696—$379.45.
FIRE DISTRICT TREASURER'S REPORT
For Tilton and Northfield Fire District, Year Ending
December 31, 1948
RECEIPTS
Taxes, Town of Tilton $12,051.53
Taxes, Town of Tilton 6,976.16
Out of Precinct Fires 23.25
Refund on Expense of Taking Truck to
Boston and going after same 23.00
Boston and Maine, Use of Truck at Fire 10.00
Total Receipts $19,083.94
Cash on hand beginning of year 4,673.25
$23,757.19
PAYMENTS
Paid 124 Firewards' Orders $19,260.74














John W. Crawford Term expires 1951
Dorothy B. Buswell Term expires 1949
Helen T. Randall Term expires 1950
Archie Grevior Term expires 1950





Telephone: Office Tilton 531
Residence Tilton 279
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Donald P. Mattoon, Tilton, N. H.
Telephone: Office Tilton 531
Residence Tilton 6425
Regular Meetings : School Board, Tilton-Northf ield
High School
Second Wednesday of each month, 8 :00 p. m.
SCHOOL WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Belknap ss
:
To the Inhabitants of the Tilton and Northfield Union
School District, qualified to vote in District affairs :
You are hereby notified to meet at the Tiltdn-Northfield
High School in said District on Wednesday, March 9, 1949,
at 8:00 p. m. to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
4. To choose a member of the School Board to serve for
three years to fill the vacancy arising from the expiration of
the term of appointment of Dorothy B. Buswell.
5. To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees,
or officers heretofore chosen and pass any vote relating
thereto.
6. To choose agents, auditors, and committees in relation
to any subject embraced in this warrant.
7. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School
Board and other district officers.
8. To see if the district will vote to make any alterations
in the amount of money required to be assessed for the com-
ing year for the support of public schools and the payment
of the statutory obligations of the district, as determined by
the School Board in its annual report.
9. To see what action the district wishes to take to in-
crease needed school facilities and raise and appropriate
necessary money for this purpose.
10. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of twelve hundred sixty-four and seventy
hundredths dollars ($1,264.70) for the construction of a
playing field at the rear of the Tilton-Northfield High
School, or to take any other action relating thereto.
11. To see if the district will authorize the School
Board to acquire the part of the former Charles E. Tilton
Estate Park adjacent to the high school grounds, and to raise
and appropriate the money for this acquisition.
12. To see if the district will authorize the School Board
and School Treasurer to issue notes in the name of the dis-
trict, amounting to eleven thousand dollars ($11,000.00), re-
payable two thousand twenty dollars ($2,020) annually start-
ing in March 1950, with interest, to cover an estimated op-
erational deficit for the 1948-49 school year, or to take any
other action relating thereto.
13. To see what sum of money the district will vote to
raise and appropriate for the operation of summer play-
ground and recreational activities in 1949.
14. To see if the district will recommend that the School
Board permit the use of school property for public Sunday
athletic contests, and to raise and appropriate funds for
additional expenses of fuel, electricity, and janitor service
incurred by the district in such public use.
15. To transact any other business that may legally come
before this meeting.



















School Board's statement of amounts required to sup-
port public schools and meet other statutory obligations
of the district for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1949.
Detailed Statement of Proposed Expenditures
Administration
Item
1. Salaries of District Officers $370.00
2. Superintendent's Salary 2,226.30
3. Per Capita Tax 1,625.00
4. Salaries of Other Administrative Per-
sonnel 3,200.00
5. Supplies and Expenses 600.00
6. Principals' and Teachers' Salaries 85,000.00
7. Books and other Instructional Aids 2,300.00
Support of Schools
8. Scholars' Supplies 3,700.00
9. Salaries of Clerical Assistants 0.00
10. Supplies and Other Expenses 550.00
Operation of School Plant
11. Salaries of Janitors, Cleaning 7,080.00
12. Fuel 3,800.00
13. Water, Light, Supplies, Expenses 2,644.00
14. Repairs and Replacements 3,500.00
Maintenance of School Plant
Auxiliary, Activities
15. Health Supervision 1,950.00
16. Transportation 12,012.00
17. Tuition 1,060.00




20. Insurance, Bonds, Expenses 701.07
Capital Outlay
21. Lands and New Buildings 0.00
22. Additions and Improvements to Buildings 0.00
23. New Equipment 1,200.00
24. Payments into Capital Reserve Fund 0.00
Debt and Interest
25. Principal of Debt 7,000,00
26. Interest on Debt 1,496.25
Estimated Income of District
Federal Aid
Item
6. National School Lunch 0.00
Other Sources
10. Dog Licenses 0.00
12. Secondary School Tuitions 1,800.00
State Aid
5. Equalization and General
(See below)*** 17,274.70
Deduct total estimated income (Not raised
by taxation) $19,074.70










*** State Aid—State Bd. Budget for 1949-1950 $20,729.64




For Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 19'
RECEIPTS

















Canterbury School District 690.00








Belmont School District 16.05
Mrs. Bernice Reed 10.00
State of New Hampshire 21.71
Tilton-Northfield High School
Activity Fund 92.27












Salaries of District Officers
:
John W. Crawford $60.00
Archie Grevior 50.00
Brackett H. Hill 50.00
Helen T. Randall 50.00
Ned C. Rogers 90.00
Winnifred F. Walker 50.00




Winnifred F. Walker, Treas. Su-
pervisory Union $1,968.00
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Truant Officer and School Census
:
R. E. Lane $6.00




The American School and Uni-
versity $2.80
Fred M. Boynton, Postmaster 50.50
The Bruce Publishing Co. 5.00
Edson C. Eastman Co. 35.05
Educators Book Club 5.00
Paul E. Farnum, Treas. School
Board Association 10.00
Glodhfll Bros. 12.31
Henry Holt & Co. 2.47
Lefax 18.50
H. A. Manning- Co. 11.50
Donald P. Mattoon 93.23
W. R. Morrison 65.40
Mitchell Education Association 2.07
National School Record Rouse 42.68
N. E. Telephone & Telegraph Co. 323.23
F. A. Owen Publishing Co. 1.00
Lucile Patterson 123.50
Petty Cash 115.00
The Charles C. Rogers Co. 3.58
School Executive 5.00
Standard Duplicating Machine Co. 20.52





Principal and Teachers' Salaries
:
Donald B. Chesley (W. T. $33.50,
B. C. $55.65) $2,435.75
F. Marjorie Cross (W. T. $244,
NHSTA&NEA $7, B. C.
$24.15, Ret. $100) 2,274.85
Marion E. Dearborn (W. T.
$372.40, B. C. $24.15, Ret. $100,
NEA&NHSTA $7) 2,146.45
Mary E. Foss (W. T. $372.40, B.
C. $24.15, Ret. $100) NEA&
NHSTA $7 2,146.45
Leah A. Gray (W. T. $328.40, B.
C. $24.15, NEA&NHSTA $7) 2,090.45
Maude A. Gray (W. T. $286.80,
B. C. $24.15, Ret. $100) 2,232.05
Grace T. Guptill, Mrs., substitute 45.00
Russell S . Hanson (W. T.
$203.20, B. C. $56.65, Ret. $100,
NEA&NHSTA $7) 3,234.15
Anna M. Hussey (W. T. $308.00,
B. C. $24.15, Ret. $100, NEA&
NHSTA $7) 2,210.85
Sally A. Kott (W. T. $279.40 B.
C.$24.15, NHSTA&NEA $7) 1,989.45
Mrs. Waldo Ker, substitute 30.00
Athur G. Lucier (W. T. $146.40,
B. C. $56.65, NEA&NHSTA $7) 2,440.95
NHSTA $7) 2,179.65
Helen E. Martin (W. T. $339.20,
B. C. $24.15, Ret. $100, NEA&
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Lulu J. Meserve (W. T. $329.20,
B. C. $24.15, Ret. $100, NEA&
NHSTA $7) 2,489.65
Dorothy Metcalf, Mrs., substitute 147.70
Stella F. Nowicki (W. T. $180, B.
C. $25.95, NEA&NHSTA $7) 2,087.05
Reginald Nichols, substitute 104.00
Beatrice A. Pelletier (W. T. $244,
B. C. $24.15, NEA&NHSTA $7) 2,374.85
Beatrice B. Pelletier, (W. T.
$92.40) 476.10
Homer P. Ransom (W. T. $22.10,
B. C. $42.90, Ret. $72, NHSTA
$4) 1,751.70
Virginia E. Rochelle (W. T. $270,
B. C. $18.75, NEA&NHSTA $7) 1,804.25
Nan Smart, Mrs., substitute 12.00
Natalie Smith (W. T. $372.40,
Ret. $100, NEA&NHSTA $7) 2,170.60
Frances Smith, Mrs., substitute 39.00
Chris W. Sakelarios (W. T.
$107.20, B. C. $55.65, NEA&
NHSTA $7) 2,230.15
Earl Q. Sanborn (W. T. $270, B.
C. $24.15, NHSTA $4) 1,801.85
Isabelle A. Surowiec (W. T.
$343.60, B. C. $24.15, Ret. $100,
NHSTA&NEA $7) 2,025.25
Donald C. Taylor (W. T. $207.60,
B. C. $55.65 NEA&NHSTA $7) 2,379.75
Jane R. Vogel (W. T. $77.60, Ret.
$50, NHSTA&NEA $7) 1,122.40
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Ilene S. Whicher (W. T. §78, B.
C. $51.30, NEA&NHSTA $7) 770.65
Pauline Whitney (W. T. $343.60,
B. C. $18.75, Ret. $100, NEA&
NHSTA $7) 2,030.65
Wilfred C. Wolfrer (W. T.
$210.40, B. C. $55.65, NEA&
NHSTA $7) 2,376.95
Carolyn L. Wynott (W. T.
$244.80, Ret/ $84, NEA&
NHSTA $7) 1.764.20
Collector of Internal Revenue 6,402.80
N. H.-Vt. Hospitalization Service 524.55
National Education Association 69.00
N. H. State Teachers' Association 104.00




Allyn & Bacon $15.56
American Technical Society .52
Continental Press 7.51
Ginn & Company 33.53
Gregg Publishing Co. 7.48
D. C. Heath & Co. 74.53
Houghton Mifflin Co. 156.31
Iroquois Publishing Co. 36.16
Laidlaw Bros. 7.02
Lyons & Carnahan 11.85
The Macmillan Co. 80.51
McCormick Mathers Co. 44.65
McGaw-Hill Book Co. 2.67
$63,921.15
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Morgan Dillon Co, 3.18
Noble & Noble 4.79
Row, Peterson & Co. 139.49
Silver Burdett & Co. 94.59
South-Western Publishing Co. 86.89
Scott, Foresman & Co. 60.74
L. W. Singer Co. 2.75
Harold Tribune 1.13




American Education Press 113.80
Edward E. Babb & Co. 749.85
Ralph Bass, Inc. 64.50
Beaulieu & Carroll 218.26
Better Farming Methods 1.50
Boston & Maine 4.18
Albert Boudreau 3.00
Brodhead-Garrett 587.49
Bryant & Lawrence 26.97
Bureau of Publication 3.50
California Test Bureau 10.03
Cascade Paper Co. 192.38




Civic Education Service 36.00
The Continental Press 6.55
The Dryden Press 2.67
$876.91
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Delta Manufacturing Co. 1.25
The Economy Co. 4.69
Gledhill Bros. 15.72
Leah A. Gray 1.40
The Gregg Company 5.69




Jones McDuffe and Stratton 3.90
Kidder Lumber Company 22.41
Lougee Robinson Co. 44.52
W. R. Morrison 60.61
N. H. Trade School 23.94
F. A. Owen Co. 20.50
Page Belting Co. 5.44
H. W. Pettingill 1.75
Phillips Paper Co. 330.75
The Psychological Corp. 12.50
Remington Rand Typewriter Co. 65.60
A. H. Rice 36.99
Richardson Laundries 4.94
The Rural New Yorker 2.00
Sanborn News Agency 62.28
Science Research 16.94
Senior Scholastic 18.00
Ralph H. Smith Co. 113.97
Stanley Winthrop 3.61
C. P. Stevens. Co. 255.64
University of N. H. 20.82
War Assets Administration 25.86
Webster Publishing Co. .53
H. P. Welch 1.44
16
F. S. Willey 6.94
J. Wiss & Co. 1.35
Wilfred C. Wolffer 17.50
World Book Company 2.27
Total \
Other Expenses of Instruction
:
Sherman Adams $15.00
Beckley-Cardy Co. ^ 129.20
Bureau of Publication 5.50
Columbia University 370.00
The Commonwealth Fund 3.50
Doubleday Doran Co. 12.71
The Encyclopedia Britanica 7.66
Esma Ford 37.00
Leah A. Gray 13.20
Maud A. Gray 1.70
J. L. Hammett Co. 55.24
Catherine E. Hammond 280.00
Harper Bros, 33.68
Hy-Speed Longhand Publishing Co. 1.54
Ketchikan Alaska Chronicle 1.95
Sally A. Kott 10.51
Laconia Music Shop 44.55
The Macmillan Co. 6.50
Helen E. Martin 24.00
Martin & Murray 65.85
Lulu J. Meserve 7.00•
The National Education Associa-
tion 31.76




University of Nebraska 13.75
Stella F. Nowicki 9.55
A. J. Nystrom Co. 7.32
James O'Neil National Comman-
der American Legion 1.35
Plymouth Teachers' College 342.00
Princeton University 3.08
Thomas Randolph Co. 1.35
Rand McNally Co. 7.45
Reinhold Publishing Co. 3.50
The Ronald Press Co. 1.69
A. H. Rice 5.22
The Sanborn News Agency 2.00
Science Research 15.75
Stanford University 5.50
Superintendent of Documents 7.50
Richard P. Smart 166.40
The Misses Scully School 2.00
O. H. Toothaker 6.63
University of Chicago Press 1.64
University Extension Division 22.25
Jane R. Vogel 11.05
Rev. John Watson 20.00
D. S. Wynne 1.57
Total $1,865.20
Operation and Maintenance of School Plant
Janitor Service
:
Theodore J. Adams (W. T.






Jesse A. Ritchie (W. T. $110.60,
B. C. $28.75, Ret. $46.68) 741.63
Charles Rollins 257.40
Elmer H. Simmons (W. T.
$188.50, Ret. $39.33) 1,448.65
Collector of Internal Revenue 530.80






Boston and Maine $1,389.04
Ronald Gloddy 132.00
James Graveson 9.00
Peale Peacock & Kerr 1,282.01
Tilton Coal & Supply Co. 308.50
$6,331.60
Total $3,120.55
Water, Light and Janitor Supplies
:
Ralph F. Bass Co. $327.46
M. F. Bragdon Paint Co. 299.07
Bryant & Lawrence 211.86
Central Garage & Supply Co. 2.90
H. J. Dowd Co. 60.50
Masury Young Co. 103.65
Mohawk Traders 10.25 ;
Allen H. Murray 52.95
Public Service Co. of N. H. 870.13
Sears, Roebuck Co. 30.63 i
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Shepherd Furniture Co. .75





West Disinfectant Co. 59.16
Roy Wiggett 3.25
Total
Minor Repairs and Expenses
:
Boulia-Gorrell Lumber Co. $69.62
Albert Boudreau 61.21
Bryant & Lawrence 205.19
Joseph Bushman 33.00
Central Garage & Supply Co. 14.17
P. & F. Corbin Co. 2.51
Rolfe Camp 5.07
Diamond Match Co. 28.32





W. D. Huse 10.58
Keilty Coal & Chemical Co. 26.08
Kidder Lumber Co. 130.38
Laconia Electric Shop 22.75
Lougee-Robinson Co. 6.14
C. E. Marden 1.25
G. E. Moulton 23.65
C. J. Nourie 3.20
$2,455.53
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James O'Neil, National Comman-
der American Legion 13.75
Donald Perthel 633.99
Public Service Co. of N. H. 27.06
A. H. Rice & Co. 4.61
Sanel Auto Parts 2.77
Sears, Roebuck & Co. 12.58
Shepherd Furniture Co. 42.45
Ralph H. Smith Co. 18.52
Philip D. Spaulding 12.00
Tilton Hardware 14.31
Tropical Paint Co. 32.35
Richard Wilson 60.00
Total $2,507.15
Auxiliary Agencies and Special Activities
Medical Inspection:
Baker's Remnant Co. $14.31
Herrick Drug Co. 8.37
Theron H. Huckins, M. D. 6.00
Lurline H. McCook (W. T.
$56.80, NHSTA $4) 879.20
Maico Boston Company 124.20
Dr. Joel E. Nordholm 60.00
Presby's Drug Store 1.22
Dr. Bernard Robinson 253.50
Shepherd Furniture Co. 2.94
Stebbins' Drug Company 22.14




Central Garage & Supply Co. $2,648.60









Franklin School District $30.00
High School Tuition
:




Donald C. Taylor, travel $975.00
Donald C. Taylor, travel 504.25
Dynamic Welder Co. 19.75
Emma F. Ritchie, clerical work 72.00
Sears, Roebuck & Co. 1,045.28
The Interstate 7.61
The Belknap County Farm Bureau 10.00
Bruce Publishing Co. 8.13
The Cardigan Sport Store 9.78
Central Garage & Supply Co. 399.63
Giles Dairy 924.92
Hoard's Dairyman 2.50
Kansas City Sports 10.80
Harry Noyes 16.00
Chris W. Sakelarios 200.00
John B. Sexton Co. 6.18
22
Sears, Roebuck & Co. 15.48
Tilton-Northfield H. S. Cafeteria 878.58
UdofT Motors 70.50
U. S. Printing Office 3.25
Fixed Charges




R. B. Chalmers $326.65







Teachers Retirement Board , 1,104.87
Total $1,684.60
Outlay For Construction and Equipment
Lands and New Buildings
:
Tilton Construction Co.




Eagle Oil and Supply Co.
Herbert Harbour
A. J. Nystrom Co.
Royal Typewriter Co.











Singer Sewing Machine Co. 369.60




First National Bank of Boston $4,000.00
Interest on Debt
:
First National Bank of Boston 1,147.50
Total Payments $116,284.42










Treasurer of School District
AUDITOR'S REPORT
This is to certify that we have examined the books and
other financial records of the school board and treasurer
of the Tilton-Northfield Union School District of which
this is a true summary for the fiscal year ending June




REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF
SCHOOLS
To the Members of the School Board, Parents and Voters
:
Public Education Serves -the Common Good
It is the constant practice of the administration in the
Tilton-Northfield School Department:
1. To strive to serve the youth better,
2. To see their educational needs before there are press-
ing parental and public demands for their satisfaction.
3. To tell the public about the educational needs of boys
and girls, and
4. To promote here the best educational system that the
people will support.
If we wavered from this course through fear or favor, we
would not be true to our professional responsibilities, nor
true to ourselves.
Tilton-Northfield's Investment in Youth




FOR THE SUPPORT OF SCHOOLS
There is competition among governmental departments for
every portion of the tax dollar. The two-party political sys-
tem demands some tribute ; local government must be main-
tained ; community services of fire and police protection,
highways, street lighting, and sanitation are desired.
so,
The library and the schools, two of the cultural influences
in the community, must compete for a share of tax moneys.
WHAT PART SHALL GO TO BOYS AND GIRLS
AND THE PRESERVATION OF OUR WAY OF
LIFE???
IT IS GOOD BUSINESS JUDGMENT TO HAVE
GOOD SCHOOLS IN A COMMUNITY!
During World War II, we often thought conditions were
difficult but that they would be relieved at the cessation of
hostilities. We did not foresee that we would continue to live
in an atmosphere of national anxiety, armed, conducting a
"cold war'', and that conditions would become more perplex-
ing each year as tensions distress the peoples of the world. As
the "atomic age" is being ushered in, we desire its princely
benefits, not its pauperizing effects. In the midst of national
buffeting in world currents, the schools stand as shrines of
cultural enrichment and as temples for further enlightenment.
As places for learning and as workshops for practice in
group living, the schools should advance with the times ; they
should not stay static, much less retrogress. The higher birth
rates are being reflected in the enrollment of youngsters. In
increasing numbers, children will enter the schoolhouse doors.
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In four or five years, school rooms may be needed for 50%
more primary pupils than are now enrolled. Where 2 first-
year pupils attend now, we may soon have 3. This prospect
gives sufficient warning to districts, school boards and voters
to provide more school rooms soon.
We have yet to heed the signs of building needs in the
near future.
What Facilities Do We Need?
Psychologists have been studying the reactions of children
for years. Their preliminary findings have been published in
numerous writings and new phases are being reported fre-
quently. Schools in some sections of the country are or-
ganized to recognize the physical and emotional make-up of
children. The younger the school child the more space he
needs—space for play, space for rest, and space for school
activities. The span of attention of little children is short, so
a dozen to twenty are assigned to one teacher. Small young-
sters need to be shown patience, love, encouragement, under-
standing, assistance, and guidance, so teachers with tempera-
ments peculiarly suited to this work should be trained and em-
ployed. The influence on pupils of right teachers is great,
carrying its effect throughout one's lifetime.
We have yet to make use of our full knowledge of child
psychology in our provisions for teaching small children.
What Are the Elements of a Modern Elementary Program?
There is a dearth of trained, experienced, and skillful per-
sons for successfully teaching children in their early years of
school. The proper type of teacher is in great demand. Our
children need the best teachers, so we must compete in the
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salary market to hire and retain them.
We have yet to provide sufficient teachers with the
"know-how" to deal with little tots.
Hoiv Can We Procure Teachers to Conduct a Modern
Primary School Program?
Our older boys and girls, those in high school, are to earn
their living in an "atomic age." If they are to be partners
with their neighbors in government, preserving freedom of
choice and initiative, they must be schooled in the ways of
democracy and practice them daily in group living. For ad-
olescents—teen-agers—the years ahead appear to be filled
with great responsibilities and grave dangers. The high school
program can be adjusted to help maturing young men and
women govern themselves without dictators, to earn their
living without doles, to rear their families without subsidies,
and to share the blessings of liberty and worship in harmony
with their neighbors around the world.
We have yet to fully reorganize our offerings in secondary
schools so youths approaching maturity may cope with Life's
responsibilities.
What Are The Essentials in a Modern High School
Program?
In the succeeding pages of this report, you will find re-
corded some information about the buildings and equipment,
the care and use of school property, the pupils enrolled and
the teachers employed, and financial support and obligations.
Any successes indicated are the outcomes of our mutual in-
terest and joint efforts. Any discouragements mentioned are
the obstacles which temporarily impede our advance, but
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hindrances must be removed so boys and girls can be the im-
mediate beneficiaries.
BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT
Our Growing Need in School Buildings
SPACE
SPACE—Classrooms for "book" learning, and workrooms
for "group" living.
SPACE—Laboratories for practical training, handwork,
domestic and manual skills.
SPACE—Play areas for development of strong bodies and
alert minds.
SPACE—Rooms for food preparations, improvement in
diets and provision for the undernourished.
SPACE—Quarters for good physical examinations and
corrective exercises.
SPACE—Libraries, creative activities in art, instrumental
music, music appreciation, juvenile theatricals, leisure-time
programs.
The Union School
The Union School was built on honor m 1900-01 and first
occupied by pupils in the Winter Term of 1901. The Build-
ing Committee report dated March 7, 1901 indicates the
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structure cost $23,202.00—about 10% of present day esti-
mates !
There were eight classrooms made to accommodate in all
approximately 240 pupils, and an assembly room with stage on
the third floor for dramatics, music, and speaking. The doors
of the eight classrooms opened into two main corridors on
the first and second floors. There were two means of egress
:
( 1 ) A double set of stairs from cellar to attic in one stair-
case which, in case of fire, would be converted into an open
smoke and heat chimney; and (2) an iron fire escape at-
tached to the rear wall of the building, with sash windows
waist high for exits. Hot air ducts, surrounded by unblocked,
wooden partitions from ground to roof, were built from tht
heating plant into each classroom. These were carriers of
heated air as well as channels for smoke and fumes in a
catastrophe. The interior finish on stairways and corridors
was hard pine, and varnished so that it became a producer of
acrid, deadly fumes when ignited. In each corridor, as added
hazards, were immovable, grilled coat racks which extended
into more than one-third of the space.
By 1948, the only major change in the structure in nearly
fifty years was the installation of steam radiators in rooms.
The hot air ducts remained, accumulators inside of layers of
inflammable dust which constituted a real fire hazard.
As school enrollments increased and 360 pupils were placed
in a structure designed for two-thirds of that number, dis-
cussions were held on means to give greater fire protection
and better sanitation and lighting to the youngsters and
teachers. These discussions resulted in the District's appro-
priating a maximum of $20,000 for proposed building
changes.
so
By Christmas vacation 1948, $15,400 had been expended
to:
1. Fireproof the boiler room,
2. Install an automatic sprinkler system,
3. Buy fire release locks for casement doors,
4. Paint the corridor basement with fire-resisting paint,
5. Erect fire curtains on the second floor.
6. Remove corridor coat racks,
7. Weld insecure sections of the fire escape,
8. Install new toilets.
9. Replace lighting fixtures with fluorescent units.
10. Attach fire gongs,
11. Remove dust-ladened air ducts,
12. Block off openings in the partitions at each floor
level,
13. Place wired glass in basement windows.
It is expected that all changes can be completed by the
Spring vacation in April 1949. There remains to be done the
following parts
:
1. Install casement doors from classrooms to fire escape,
2. Weatherproof casement doors and loose windows,
3. Attach iron steps on fire escapes at classroom exits,
4. Cover varnished interior finish with fire-resisting
paint,
5. Fireproof the coal pocket,
6. Replace old wiring in coal pocket,
7
.
Hang additional fire extinguishers recommended for
each floor,
8. Put EXIT signs over classroom and corridor doors.
The 1948-9 Financial Report will show the names of firms
supplying materials, the names of contractors or workmen
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who made the alterations, and detailed charges.
Scout House
In last year's annual report was a section entitled : Expan-
sion of Facilities, sentences in which were
:
"The enrollment of pupils in the Union School has begun
to tax the capacity of the building."
"One-half of the assembly room has been converted to
temporary classroom space and the other rooms filled to
capacity or above."
"Increases in the school population seem to indicate the
School Board is using good judgment in considering the
housing of pupils before the situation becomes acute. Tem-
porary alternate plans are
(1) to use the garage (Scout House) now on the play-
ground for one classroom,
(2) to construct temporary classrooms of wood in the
rear of the building,
(3) to utilize the south half of the assembly room on the
top floor,
(4) to purchase some War-time servicemen's quarters
and move them to the Union School grounds, and
(5) to erect a permanent addition to the brick school
which has served Tilton and Northfield youngsters
so well for many years."
Warned of the impending influx of youngsters by school
census reports, the Scout House was readied for use if fi-
nally needed. The following changes were made.
(1) The interior was cleaned, discarded material accu-
mulated over the years was removed,
(2) The walls were painted in light tints,
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(3) Window shades were put up,
(4) Lights were installed,
(5) Old fashioned, unadjustable seats and desks in stor-
age were placed on skids to make them into movable
units, but no teacher's desk was bought,
(6) Movable blackboards were constructed,
(7) A single lavatory was provided,
(8) Shelves for books and lunch boxes were built,
(9) An oil-burning stove was purchased,
(10) A second exit was constructed on the south side.
Early in October the Scout House was put in use as a
schoolroom for 30 pupils. Two half-time teachers were em-
ployed, one for the forenoon and the other for the afternoon.
Northfield Town Hall Prospective Classroom
The school officials are investigating available space for
housing 60 young pupils in September 1949, and a request
has already been made of the Selectmen of Northfield for
the use of the Northfield Town Hall in an emergency. Some
changes in the sanitary facilities, lighting, and heating of the
Hall would be necessary, but for temporary use in 1949-50
these quarters might be utilized.
After 1949-1950, What?
Concerted action on the matter of space for the education
of young boys and girls in Tilton and Northfield should be
taken right away. It is not too soon this March to take posi-
tive steps towards constructing new quarters.
It is easy to predict now some of the needs of the School
Department for the training of Tilton and Northfield boys





(1) School quarters for more elementary pupils.
(2) National defense requirements of physical fitness
in young men and women, as well as for their own
welfare, impose a health and physical education pro-
gram and certain facilities for its fulfillment,
(3) Enlargement of quarters at Tilton-Northfield High
School for practical arts, health and physical educa-
tion, music, art, science laboratories, small work
rooms, library, and storage space.
One of the most important aspects of school life is the de-
velopment of sound bodies and good health in students. Ac-
cepting this as one of the major goals of schooling, a well-
trained, mentally-poised man was secured to direct the physi-
cal education work for boys and girls of the high school on a
part-time basis, in close cooperation with the school nurse
and school doctors. The physical education program under
present management is accepted in great zest by the students.
Boys particularly come to the gymnasium and playground for
healthy recreation every school day, and even during vaca-
tions they are present in groups for exercise and play.
EXPANSION OF SCHOOL PLANT
The Charles B. Tilton Estate Park
The future development of physical and recreational pro-
grams on a year-round basis for boys and girls in Tilton and
Northfield may require the purchase of more land near the
high school building for courts, swimming, skating, and play-
ing fields. It seems wise to suggest the immediate purchase of
the wooded area adjacent to the present school property, the
Charles E. Tilton Estate Park, and to plan for the future.
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There may be 50% more pupils enrolled in the primary years
soon. When that prospective influx of youngsters reaches
the junior and senior high school plant, more space for all
school activities may be needed. Physical education is consid-
ered a necessity, both for the personal welfare of young
people and also for national security. We must be a strong
race of people these years. Hardly before we realize the sit-
uation, we may be faced with the problems of building ex-
pansion and building costs. It is none too early to purchase
the land to meet foreseeable changes at the high school.
Physical Education
The physical education program must have, among other
things, (1) space, (2) some equipment, (3) attention to
bodily condition, (4) shower rooms, (5) lockers and stor-
age space, and (6) good leadership. During the months of
September and October, outdoor activities of archery, jump-
ing, running, and contests were conducted at the rear of the
high school on an improvised field. When cold weather set in,
a schedule was made so the gymnasium was in use at all
hours during the school day for conditioning exercises, folk
dancing, running, skipping, basketball, and mat work.
Equipment in very limited quantities was obtained on loan,
gift, or purchase for the promotion of physical education
work. Wire baskets were secured to care for gym clothes.
Wooden racks, constructed by the boys in the shop and by the
coach, were placed in the two shower rooms. Wooden lockers
obtained from War Surplus were put into a basement corri-
dor.
It was evident late this fall that something must be done to
provide play space outdoors for high school students, so' ex-
ploratory work on the cost of grading part of the land at the
rear of T-N HS was undertaken, first with the thought that
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some of the task could be done by the students. For such
heavy, rough work, this was finally considered impractical,
so student effort may be utilized in moving loam and grad-
ing the top surface when the project can be completed. In the
late spring, T-N HS students may organize a Field Day in
which they may do a lot of manual work in finishing the
project. Parents may be invited to give some of their time and
the use of such equipment as wheelbarrows, shovels, rakes,
dump and pickup trucks. A big dinner may be served by
Home Economics students at noon to all who labor in the
Field Day.
To satisfy the impending need, Mr. Roy B. Lavigne and
Mr. Burt W. Smith, two public-spirited citizens, have been
most generous with their time and resources. They secured
the assistance of engineers from the Highway Department
on their own time to survey the land and provide plans. Then,
an estimate of the cost of constructing a ball field by con-
tract was set. Finally it was felt that by local help, generously
given, the job could be done by day labor at less than half a
contract figure. Tilton Construction Company machinery
was used to ascertain the approximate cost of building a field
and Messrs. Lavigne and Smith have underwritten the ven-
ture to this extent
:
Surveying and plans $ 87.50
Bulldozer exploring subsoil 106.00
Shovel, trucks, grader for rough work 1,073.20
In addition, Mr. Lavigne and Mr. Smith have given much
of their own time, have charged only for part of the total
time the power machinery was used, and have matched in
hours the trucks loaned by interested citizens.
In every community, there are residents who will help to
provide every facility and every service that will benefit boys
and girls ; there are others who will do nothing to assist
young people or to improve their lot. Fortunately in Tilton
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and Northfield there are many who feel that the best invest-
ments are those in boys and girls. Young people are our
greatest asset. They are the future Tilton and Northfield.
The better they like the twin towns, the greater the interest
that many adults take in their welfare, and the more jobs that
can be developed for them here, the more likely they are to
stay after graduation from high school or return here follow-
ing graduation from college. One of the ways we can attract
and retain them is through recreation.
By the efforts of parents, students, teachers, voters, and
interested citizens, Tilton-Northfield High School may have
a very fine playing field close to the school building at a
minimum cost, much less than would be charged under con-
tract. There will be interest too in other essentials to the
physical education and health program, such as: 1. Showers
and locker space, 2. Asphalt-surfaced courts, 3. Swimming
pool, 4. Bleachers or stands.
By united endeavors, the boys and girls stand to benefit
from the recreational and physical education program. To
this end, an Article in the School Warrant to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $1,264.70 will pay for the rough grad-
ing which has been done. By community effort, all giving a
little time, effort, or use of equipment, the job may be fin-
ished before the summer vacation without much more dis-
trict expense.
Summer Playground
For the children of Tilton and Northfield in summers past,
the Chamber of Commerce has sponsored playground activi-
ties at the Union School, hired directors, and subscribed
funds for its operation. The School District has provided the
equipment and facilities there, and a school bus to carry
youngsters to Webster Lake for their swimming lessons.
In March 1948, the Union School District voted to support
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the summer playground and recreational activities finan-
cially. The School Department then assumed responsibility
for the summer program.
Good directors are essential to the success of a recreation-
al venture. The District was fortunate to have the services
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard P. Smart who were very conscien-
tious leaders. They directed the groups for seven weeks, July
6 to August 20, and were paid $30 per week each for their
work. The average daily attendance was about 85 youngsters.
The activities included softball, volley ball, basketball,
track, horseshoes, putting, badminton, swimming, story
hours, handcraft, dramatics, swinging, jungle jim, hobby
show, costume parade, pet show, marble tournament, doll
carriage parade, and a play. Swimming instruction was made
possible through cooperation with the Franklin Chapter of
the American Red Cross in the Junior Life Saving Course.
Leadership development was recognized when several teen-
age girls were given responsibility as subdirectors, leaders of
groups of small children. Certificates of service as Play-
ground Assistants were awarded these girls at the end of the
season.
Lunch Room
The girls in Home Economics need all the available space
in the kitchen for their classes, so a small room adjacent to
the kitchen in the high school was built and equipped for the
use of a cook in the preparation of noon meals. Though
crowded, accommodations for necessary service can be pro-
vided in this way.
Insurance and Protection
A new rate has been established for insurance coverage at
the Union School due to the added protection of the auto-
matic sprinkler system, and the total amount increased to
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$100,000. The present policies are
:
Abington Mut. Fire Ins. C
No. 572014 Mar. 10, 1949 $ 5,000 $60.00 less div.
Fireman's Fund G
No. B739979 Jan. 1,1950 31,666 429.71
Fireman's Fund G
No. 749003 Jan. 1,1951 31,667 429.72
Concord Underwriters B
No. 49901 Jan. 1,1951 16,580 124.35 less $27.15 div.
National Fire Ins, Co. of Hartford
No. 84650 Jan. 1,1951 18,427 138.20
At the Tilton-Northfield High School
:
Mfg. & Merchants' Mut. C
No. 700551 Sept. 12,1949 39,933 251.96 less div.
Mfg. & Merchants Mut. C
No. 706820 "Sept. 12; 1950 36,933- 248.86 less div.
Mfg. & Merchants Mut. O
No. 706874 Sept. 12,1951 36#34 248.86 less div.
Miscellaneous Coverage
:
Fid. & Cas. Co. C Treasurer Bond
(No. 1905784 July 1,1949 $3,000 $15.00
Holyoke Mut. G Scout House
No. BN70656 July 3,1949 300 4.40 less div.
Fid. & Cas. Co. C Boiler & Machinery T-N HS
Sept. 12, 1951 $10,000 $115.00
Public Liability Insurance
The school board has protected its members, the teachers,
and the students at Tilton-Northfield High School through
the purchase of public liability insurance covering injuries
caused to pupils attending school and school activities. This
does not cover immediate medical and surgical relief to pupils
while engaged in athletic activities run by the school and it
does not cover bodily injury claims due to> the rendering of
any professional services or their omission. For the shop
and athletic teachers there is a higher rate than for other
teachers but the cost depends on the number of pupils and
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adults covered, and the risk involved. The coverage is
:
American Fid. G H. S. Staff and Students
No. 15340 Oct. 13, 1951 $10,000-$50,000 $151.41
Increased Water Rates at Union School
The automatic sprinkler system increases the charges for
monthly water rates at the Union School by $11.23, or
$134.76 per year. This nullifies some of the savings in low-
ered insurance premiums anticipated 'by the installation of
sprinklers, but the charge is similar to that made industrial
plants locally.
Boiler at the High School
On December 2, 1948, the high school was closed for the
day for repairs to the boiler. Four sections were cracked.
The cause of this was an accumulation of iron rust as a
sludge paste in the lower part of each of the thirty-two half-
sections, a mass so sticky and firmly lodged that it had to be
punched and slushed from sections, nipples, manifolds, and
connections.
Repairs to the boiler will be necessary during the coming
summer. Bids have been called for and the School Board has
awarded a contract to the Northern Heating and Plumbing
Company of Laconia.
Use of School Facilities
The Union School could serve community purposes better
if the assembly room were located on the ground floor. The
P. T. A. has held meetings there, hut the comparative inac-
cessibility of the third floor room frequently deters groups
from scheduling get-togethers in the assembly hall.
This situation does not exist to the same degree at the
high school, but the distance of the building from the center
of town sometimes stops folks from going there. However,
the gymnasium is popular with sports groups. During the
winter months, the quarters are often in use six nights a
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week. Besides school basketball and dramatics, young married
couples play badminton practically every Wednesday night, a
basketball squad from the Johns-Manville Corporation uses
the court on Mondays after 7:30 p. m., and other groups
schedule dates.
Union School Janitor Service
An increase in work over that which a full-time janitor
could give necessitated the employment of another man for a
few hours each week.
PUPILS
Driver Education Course
There has been a great deal of publicity in newspapers and
magazines about teaching high school students to operate
automobiles properly. Some schools have offered Driver
Education courses for a couple of decades but, more recently,
the practice has become quite common in New England high
schools. The AAA has promoted Driver Training classes
through its plan to furnish an equipped automobile for the
road instruction, and to train teachers for the purpose.
Students at the Tilton-Northfield High School have had
the benefit of Driver Education and Training during all of
1948. A district-owned station wagon was equipped with dual
controls and used for the road training of 35 students.
Closing Exercises
The Baccalaureate Service was held in the high school
auditorium on Sunday, June 13, 1948, at 7:30 p. m. The
Address was given by the Reverend John Watson of East
Milton, Massachusetts, formerly of Laconia.
The Class Day Exercises took place on June 16, 1948 at
two o'clock in the afternoon. The following program was of-
fered.
Class History Lawrence Clifford
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Class Will Ruth Cotton
Class Prophecy June Anderson, Leo Vangjel
"Alma Mater" Chorus
Class Gifts Joan Rollins, Richard Thomas
Address to Undergraduates
Alfred Pucci, President, Class of 1948
Presentation of Athletic Awards Chris W. Sakelarios
Presentation of Awards Russell S. Hanson, Headmaster
Arthur W. Abbott Junior High Shop Award
Paul Belair
Tilton Holy Name Society Awards
Pearl Racine, Home Economics
Omer Cote, Shop
Channing T. Sanborn Music Award
Ruth Ann Burleigh
Liberty Chapter, D. A. R. History Award
Phyllis Pettengill
Becker College Commercial Award
Audrey Clark
J
Class of 1948 Award for Character
Alfred Pucci
Bausch & Lomb Science Award
Ruth Ann Burleigh
Charles W. Colby Spelling Award
Ruth Ann Burleigh
Tilton-Northfield Woman's Club Achievement Award
Elizabeth Stone





















The exercises closed with the Class Song, words by Mar-
lene Hanchett and Dolores Virgin.
Graduation
The Graduation Program was held on Friday evening,
June 18, 1948, at 8:15 p. m. Alfred H. Pucci presented the
Class Gift to Headmaster Hanson. Hon. Sherman Adams of
Lincoln, now New Plampshire's Chief Executive, delivered
the Address to the Graduating Class, and Judge John W.
Crawford, Chairman of the School Board, presented
diplomas to the following graduates:
June Bernice Anderson Virginia Fay Lawrence
Ruth Anne Burleigh Luc le Helen Patterson
Audrey Bsryl Clark Irene Louise Petelle
Lawrence Warner Clifford Phyllis Esther Pettengill
Omer Joseph Cote, Jr. (Raymond Stewart Pike
Ruth Elaine Cotton Alfred Henry Pucci
Richard Taylor Currier Annette Irene Robert
Norma June Darker Joan Bernadette Rollins
Charles E. Dean, Jr. Paul James Stinson, Jr.
Pamelia Ann Fife Elizabeth Alice Stone
Hazel June Fogg Richard Emery Thomas
Albsrt Earle Griffin Leo Joseph Vangj el
Marlene Joyce Hanchett Dolores Rita Virgin
Margaret Jacqueline Keith Sara Elizabeth Wadleigh
Mindy Lois Lane Lillian Ann Wheaton
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Length of School Year
The State Board of Education has defined a school year as
"not less than 180 teaching days distributed over not less
than 36 weeks, during which the pupils and teachers are
brought together for instructional purposes. Holidays and
other days during which the teachers are absent from in-
structional activities for attendance at educational meetings,
etc., shall not be counted in the 180 days; provided that not
to exceed 5 of the 180 days may be used for the purposes of
an organized, full-time program of in-service training for
teachers when approved by the State Board of Education,
and that not to exceed 3 additional days may be used for at-
tendance of teachers at County Institutes and the Annual
Convention of the New Hampshire Teachers Association."
SCHOOL CALENDAR FOR 1948-49
This School Calendar provides for 180 school days to
compensate for a loss of one day for bad weather.
First Term begins Thursday, September 9, 1948
No School—October 12, 21, 22
November 25, 26
Close for Christmas vacation at usual
time, December 23, 1948.
Second Term begins Monday, January 3, 1949
Winter Vacation—Close school at usual time on Friday,
February 18, 1949
Third Term begins Monday, February 28, 1949
Spring vacation—Close school at usual time on Friday,
April 22, 1949
Fourth Term begins Monday, May 2, 1949
No School—May 30, 1949
Summer Vacation—Close school on Friday, June 17,
1949
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"No School" Signal By Radio
"No School" signals will be given by radio. The closing
of any school after the 'beginning of the morning or after-
noon session will be done by announcement of the teacher in
charge.
Concord Radio Station WKXL ( 1450 on dial)
Laconia Radio Station WLNH (1340 on dial)
"No School" announcements at 7 : 15, 7 :30, 7 :45, 8 :00 a. m.
Schools will be closed on account of weather only when
the conditions make walking very difficult or travel by car
hazardous.
The "No School" signal may not be sounded this year or
next. Rain-or-shine, storm-or-cold, the schools will be kept
open, save for safety's sake.
Prospective School Enrollments
The Director of the Division of Vital Statistics in New
Hampshire has issued information about children born in
the state who become six years of age between 1947 and
1952. There may be from forty to fifty percent increase in
the number of 6-year old children to> enter school. At the pres-
ent time there are about 70 6-year olds in their first year of
school. Five or six years from now there may be 100 and
that increase will be reflected after 1952 and 1953 in larger
enrollments.
Pupil Enrollments in October, 1948, and Teachers Employed
Union School
Room
Carolyn L. Wynott A 30
Isabelle A. Surowiec B 30
Natalie Smith C 31
Anna M. Hussey D 34
Maude A. Gray and Esma C. Ford E 34
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Scout House
Dorothy L. Metcalf, :mornings 30
Beatrice B. Pelletier, afternoons
Mary E. Foss F 35
Beatrice E. Pelletier G 33
Marion E. Dearborn H 33
Pauline Whitney I 33
Esma C. Ford, and













A. Donald Bouchard (Physi. Education)
Donald B. Chesley (Sci.-Math.)
Nachman S. Cohen (Engl.)
F. Marjorie Cross (Engl.)
R. Harold Gillmore (Math.-Sci.)
Replaced by Eleanor I. Sullivan, substitute
Helen D. Ernst, part-time (Jr. H. Home Making)
Doris R. Glaude (French-Latin)
Leah A. Gray (Soc. Stud.)
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Grace T. Guptill, part-time (Jr. H. Sci.)
Russell S. Hanson (Biol. Headmaster)
Jane C. Hermsdorf (Jr. H. Sci. Home Making)
Replaced by Helen D. Ernst and Grace T. Guptill
Robert S. Holt (Shop)
Arthur G. Lucier (Soc. Stud.)
Helen E. Martin, part-time (Driver Ed.)
Margaret E. Nichols (deceased)
Replaced by Elmer I. LeLacheur (Comm.)
Stella F. Nowicki (Home Econ.)
Donald C. Taylor, part-time (Agric.) (Vets. Agric.)
Jane C. Vogel, part-time (Vocal Music)
Tuition Pupils
Attending Franklin Schools from Northfield
:
Hubener, Allen V (George) $75.00
Hubener, James VII (George) 75.00
Hubener, Nancy VI (George) 75.00
LaBelle, Cecile XII (Irving) 135.00
LaBelle, Richard VI (Irving) 75.00
LaBelle, Robert IV (Irving) 75.00
LaPlante, Pamela, Kindergarten (Eugene)
Millis, Theodore, Kindergarten (Theodore D.)
Parental responsibility as a Kindergarten is not part of
the established system in Tilton-Northfield.
Attending St. Mary's School, Franklin, from Tilton
:
Bernard, Robert I (Fred)
Attending St. Joseph School, Laconia, from Tilton
:
Abel, Yvonne Primary (Adrien)
Stebbins, Charles VIII (Raymond)
Stebbins, Maurice IV (Raymond)
Stebbins, Raymond VI (Raymond)
Attending Gale School in Belmont, from Northfield
:
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Dow, Grace III (Cecille Heath) $75.00
Attending Belmont High School from Northf ield
:
Lacroix, Gerard D. XI (Mrs. Grace) $100.0
Attending Tilton-Northfield High School from Can-
terbury School District:
Brown, Arthur G. IX (Arthur G.) $125.00
Fife, Ruth E. IX (Clarence) 125.00
Fife, Shirley T. IX (Raymond) 125.00
Nichols, Owen K. IX (Clarence) 125.00
Noyes, Sydney R. XI (Ralph) 125.00
Walker, Richard C. IX (Charles) 125.00
Walles, Barbara E. IX (Charles) 125.00
Walles, Elizabeth A. XII (Charles) 125.00
Attending Tilton-Northfield High School from San-
bornton School District:
Bath, Betty IX (Robert A.) 125.00
Currier, Richard PC (George 125.00
Morse, Mary Sue XI (Nathan) 125.00
Patterson, Barbara X (Everett W.) 125.00
Perkins, Russell R. IX (Russell R.) 125.00
Thomas, Earl L. XI (Everett E.) 125.00
Transportation
Increased numbers of pupils to be transported required
changes in several routes early in November 1948. One of the
contractors purchased a 48-pupil capacity bus and started
carrying 93 pupils in two trips from the Lochmere-Winnis-
quam area. This new bus is now proving too small because
of additional pupils recently enrolled, so trips have been
scheduled again along the Laconia Road, Route 3, for the
District-owned station wagon to relieve the congestion on the
big bus.
To secure adequate transportation, the School Board has
recently made new contracts with owners of three large
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buses. The payments under these contracts total $55.70 per
school day. There has been an upward revision in charges in
the last two years. In September 1947, the per diem rate for
three large buses was $38.90, or $7,002.00 for 180 days'
transportation. In June 1948, there was an adjustment of
$2,004.00 which the District voted in a special appropriation,
and made retroactive to November 15, 1947. New rates were
established through that action, which held until November
2, 1948. On that date, the current charges of $55.70 per
school day became effective, and total $10,026.00 for 180
days' transportation.
Changes in transportation routes effective November 2,
1948 were as follows :
Horace C. Wheaton—Five year contract for new 48-pupil
bus, 52.4 miles daily @ 40c, or $20.96 per school day, to
cover two routes : Winnisquam-Lanoaster Hill-Sanborn
Road, and Lochmere-Laconia Road.
Lewis C. Read—Three-year contract for used 40-pupil
bus, 43.7 miles daily @ 37c, or $16.17 per school day, to
cover two routes : Bay Hill-Shaker Road, and Calef Hill-
School Street.
Central Garage and Supply Company—Three-year con-
tract for used 40-pupil bus, 50.2 miles daily @ 37c, or $18.57
per school day, to cover two routes : Northfield Town Line-
Oak Hill-Northfield Center, and Bean Hill-Park Street.
T-N District-owned station wagon driven by Elmer H.
Simmons, 20.5 miles daily, three routes on Zion's Hill an J
Cross Road towards Franklin.
Frank Plizga, Northfield (P. O. Franklin)—15.2 miles
daily in conjunction with present route for Franklin, $12.00
per school week.
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Reductions in Transportation Expense
There have been two ways suggested to reduce expense of
school transportation. One involves the use of trains from
Winnisquam and Lochmere. The other takes advantage of a
recently-announced proposal for State support.
Private school bus contractors in Tilton and Northfield
give good service. The owners are always doing their best to
provide safe and certain transportation for boys and girls.
The rates paid these owners have been frequently adjusted
to return to them not only the costs of operation but also a
fair profit on the investment. However, the total bill for
transporting pupils under private ownership is one of the
bigger items of school department expense. No matter how
high our personal regard is for local owners of privately-
operated buses, we are obliged by the discharge of our duties
to report present conditions of public ownership.
Last year we presented information on district-ownership
of school buses. Within the last month, the State of New
Hampshire, through the Office of the State Purchasing
Agent, has offered to use State credit to buy school buses in
quantity and sell them at cost to school districts. The next
logical step in this program may be for the State to furnish
accident liability protection to school districts through a sort
of insurance pool. State financial backing can lower school
transportation expense by purchasing school buses at whole-
sale, covering accident liability eventually, giving free regis-
tration, rebating gasoline taxes, and offering quantity rates
on purchases of tires and oil. When all factors are considered,
the school district may decide at some future date to use
these means to lower expenses of school transportation.
Education Week
Many parents visited the schools during Education Week.
At the Union School, portions of three afternoons were de-
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voted to group meetings for an explanation of "pupil pro-
gress levels" by the Superintendent. At the High School an
evening Open House was held. Parents visited classrooms
where individual teachers explained the work in certain
classes. Then, they assembled in the gymnasium where the
program consisted of a music lesson. They filled out "evalu-
ation sheets" which gave them an opportunity to make con-
structive suggestions about the Open House program.
Schools for Pupils in Group Living
Present-day thinking about schools indicates that
:
"Classrooms are laboratories in group living."
"The old idea of the classroom as a filling station
where the teacher simply connects the tank of knowl-
edge with the tank in the child's mind is on the way
out."
"Teaching is something more than pouring from the
big jug into the little mug."
Now there is "less emphasis on competitive activi-
ties, and more stress on cooperative ones."
"It takes all kinds of people to make the world go
round. Schools should have well-rounded programs
through which every child can feel needed and can
experience some degree of success. Don't put a pre-
mium on 'brain work' alone."
Reporting Pupil Progress
The high school staff developed a system of reporting pu-
pil progress to parents and guardians, which is a definite step
away from percentage ratings. The primary object is to
evaluate a pupil's progress in terms of his own abilities and
capacities, so that his efforts may show in success achieved,
not in failure in work beyond his level of achievement. A
pupil is constantly assisted in evaluating his own develop-
ment.
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The reports are mailed to parents or guardians. There are
spaces on the reports for comments and interpretations by
each teacher, and an opportunity for the symbols to be in-
terpreted as E for Excellent, S for Satisfactory, U for Un-
satisfactory Progress, and Inc. for Incomplete due to ex-
cused absence. The teachers' comments are most important.
Reading Among High School Students
In the junior high school, emphasis is being placed on con-
tinued drill and improvement in Reading. Some of the work
is being done on an individual basis so those with Reading
handicaps may make good progress. There is also time for
group reading exercises. Often, adults have the impression
that every pupil should have well-developed reading habits
by the time he enters junior high school. This is a false as-
sumption. Reading involves the development of many learn-
ing skills, muscular, emotional, and mental. Even high-
standing students who are permitted to enter college have
reading handicaps which they have never been able to over-
come.
Reading is a difficult process for some people to learn to
do, so the high school staff is emphasizing continued prac-
tice, using methods similar to those employed among young-
er, elementary pupils.
Guidance
One teacher has been assigned Counselling duties for a
small part of each school day to aid the Headmaster in the
work of advising students on their problems. The work is
done in individual conferences so the students may feel free
to present matters which concern them, studies, earning
money, social relationships, career choices, military service,
and whatever it may be.
Instrumental Music
There was once a high school orchestra here of twenty-
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eight pieces. For several years now, instrumental music les-
sons have not been taught very much locally by private
teachers. The result is that boys and girls are growing to
maturity without enjoying hours of fun playing some musical
instrument. Playing a cornet, a trombone, a drum, a violin, a
saxophone or other instrument is one way for a person to be
happy in leisure time. The school department should promote
this instruction, so the school board has authorized sponsor-
ship of Mr. Raymond Ladieu of Laconia and the Carl Fisch-
er Company of Boston. Group lessons are to be given in
school buildings at 35c apiece for 3 or more pupils in a group.
Private lessons will be $1.00. Instruments may be acquired
through a purchase plan of the Carl Fischer Company. Par-
ents of prospective pupils are being interviewed for decision
on lessons.
Radio Broadcasts
A series of fifteen-minute round-table discussions on top-
ics such as Health, and Conservation are being broadcast by
T-N high school students over WKXL in Concord, and
weekly five-minute newscasts on school activities are sent
over station WLN'H in Laconia. Occasionally, a musical pro-
gram by our students originates in WKXL studios. The news
items are written by members of English classes and serve as
an effective combination of written and oral expression.
Correspondence Courses
In previous years, correspondence courses have been used
to satisfy special subject requirements of a few students.
This year, however, only one has been purchased from the
University of Nebraska : Trigonometry and Solid Geometry.
School Lunch Program
A school lunch program provides nourishing foods to pu-
pils. Applications for Federally-aided school lunch pro-
grams have been made for both schools. There has been a
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moderate-sized noon lunch operated at the Tilton-Northfield
High School for several years, but the pupils in the Union
School do not yet have the benefit of this. A central kitchen
could serve both high and elementary pupils but limited space
precludes immediate expansion. It would be desirable if vol-
unteer adult labor could be had when conditions favor ex-
pansion.
Under Federal reimbursements, a sponsor may receive for a
Type A Meal—complete 9c
Type A Meal—without milk 7c
Type B Meal—incomplete 6c
Type B Meal—without milk 4c
Type C Milk only 2c
Physical Examinations
All pupils should be given complete examinations periodi-
cally. The school nurse's report shows
1. Examinations conducted by Drs. Bernard and Kath-
leen Robinson—strip examinations,
2. Visual acuity tests to all and audiometer tests to some.
3. None of the pupils have received toxoid treatments.
4. Tuberculosis patch tests have been given to some.
5. The teeth of all the pupils attending the Union School
have been examined by a dentist ; those at the High
School have been inspected by a physician.
6. Corrective exercises for posture defects are being giv-
en.
7. Two elementary and one high school pupil receive lip-
reading lessons.
8. Fluoride treatments for the teeth of children are to be
undertaken soon by local dentists and hygienist.
9. Four tonsillectomies among small children were per-
formed.
The Health Program in Tilton-Northfield is still quite
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limited in scope considering that we declare good health is
the most important asset a person can possess. Our national
life and the maintenance of our strong position of leadership
for good among the nations of the world depends on the
health of our people, especially the young men and women
eligible for work and military service. In some sections of
the country the school health program approaches the ideal,
and includes such points as
:
1. Indoor and outdoor organized play activities taught
and practiced in classrooms, playgrounds, and activity rooms ;
2. Rest after meals, periods of quiet, soft music, story-
reading for the smallest pupils
;
3. School lunches to supplement home meals, milk or
small lunch at mid-morning, lunches at noon which furnish
1/3 to Yi of the daily food requirements, and which encour-
age the use of vegetables, milk, and nutritious foods
;
4. Control of communicable diseases through inspection
of hands, face, and skin each morning ; notice taken of physi-
cal condition and report of unusual appearances to the nurse
;
5. Annual complete physical examinations by doctor with
pupil undressed;
6. Correction of physical defects through clinics or cor-
rective exercises
;
7. Improvement of mental health, use of psychiatric
measurements, development of poise and balanced person-
alities.
8. Intramural sports program, de-emphasizing winning
teams in interscholastic contests, and involving many more
pupils.
TEACHERS
The shortage of teachers throughout the country has been
felt acutely in the smaller school systems. Teachers with col-
lege training and with several years of good teaching experi-
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ence elsewhere are often unwilling to make their next step up
the ladder of professional advancement by accepting a con-
tract to work here. This makes very difficult the job of find-
ing mature .persons for the high school, and results in a turn-
over of personnel that no one desires. The salaries offered to
men and women who are efficient teachers and who will re-
main in this area as career workers must be high enough to
provide adequately for the support of their families. One of
the reasons why the Union School staff has been peculiarly
successful in its program with young children is its maturity
and stability. This same condition is not true at the high
school and the main means of bringing it about is higher
salaries. With the relatively low salaries paid those with de-
pendents, it has been impossible to get a settled staff. The
Headmaster is always beginning with a new crew, training
50% of the teachers in school practices, then starting over
again the next year with other new ones. There is seldom a
firm foundation on which to make a fine high school organi-
zation. The staff is always changing, getting new jobs at high-
er pay elsewhere, or studying for a position of greater re-
sponsibility. Tilton-Northfield should supply the funds so
married men who are skilled teachers can settle in this area
with their families. Then, it should give them the materials
and the space for a modern educational program. Our turn-
over among high school teachers will remain great as long as
this condition exists. Meanwhile, our boys and girls are not
securing the same type of solid training as those at the Un-
ion School.
Union School Teachers
Two of last year's part-time positions were combined and
Miss Esma C. Ford of Laconia was employed. She is a
Keene Teachers College graduate and has taught in Gilford.
Campton, Hebron, and Newport, in positions which have
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made her experience useful in operating the type of elemen-
tary school organization which has been in effect at the Union
School in recent years.
After the opening of the Fall Term, an overflow room was
started in the Scout House. Rather than seek a full-time
teacher for this work at that late date, it was decided to em-
ploy two half-day persons who had previously substituted at
the Union School and were familiar with the system. Mrs.
Dorothy L. Metcalf teaches each morning and Mrs. Beatrice
B. Pelletier each afternoon.
High School Teachers
There have been interruptions in the progress of pupils at
the high school because of the changes in staff. The school
should acquire greater stability next year if it is possible to
employ good personnel for the various positions now main-
tained on a part-time basis.
The physical education and health program has been initi-
ated by a former Belmont High School athlete, Mr. A. Don-
ald Bouchard, who, for a portion of each school day, directs
outdoor and indoor classes where physical work takes place.
He has promoted a sound program and has the whole-
hearted interest of the students in it. After school hours, he
coaches the boys in varsity basketball, replacing Mr. Chris
W. Sakelarios, now an active sales agent for a school and of-
fice supply concern. Mr. Bouchard is a graduate of Ithaca
College, majoring in Physical Education, Health, and Recre-
ation. He has taught all ages of young people from kinder-
garten to high school seniors.
Mr. Nachman S. Cohen of Gardner, Massachusetts, gradu-
ate of Northwestern University and student in various grad-
uate courses offered at Harvard and the University of New
Hampshire, assumed the responsibilities for instruction in
English formerly in charge of Miss Helen E. Martin. Mr.
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Cohen has taught in Orange, Massachusetts and Austin-Cate
in Strafford. During the latter part of January, he will be
released from his contract to accept one of the English po-
sitions in the Gardner, Massachusetts High School at a salary
20% above his present one here.
Mr. Homer S. Ransom moved to Massachusetts last June.
To succeed him, Mr. R. Harold Gillmore of Concord, a man
with extensive teaching experience, was secured to teach
mathematics and science. However, in October, ill health
overtook him, causing his resignation. At the time there were
few mathematics and science teachers available but we did
succeed in employing Mrs. Eleanor R. Sullivan as a substi-
tute. She is a U. N. H. graduate with practice teaching ex-
perience in Rochester.
Miss Doris R. Glaude, formerly on the staff of the Bel-
mont High School, accepted a contract to teach Latin and
French here when Miss Virginia E. Rochelle left for employ-
ment as a secretary in Nashua. Her home is in Manchester
and she is a graduate of Rivier College, 1945.
Mr. Wilfred C. Wolffer, shop teacher, has enrolled in Co-
lumbia University for advanced study. His place has been
taken by Mr. Robert S. Holt, former pilot in World War II.
Mr. Holt was graduated from the Keene Teachers College
and occupies spare time by carpentering. He assists the sports
program here by coaching the junior varsity.
Miss Sally A. Kott is now employed in the Manchester
school system. Miss Jane C. Hermsdorf of Manchester ac-
cepted temporary employment as teacher of junior high
home making and elementary science. When she left, two
local part-time persons were asked to serve as substitutes.
Mrs. Grace T. Guptill teaches Elementary Science during
the morning session and Mrs. Helen D. Ernst, Junior High
Home Making in the afternoon periods.
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Miss Helen E. Martin is now a part-time teacher of Driver
Education and Training each afternoon. During the morning
she is employed in the supervisory union as a teacher of spe-
cial subjects.
Miss Margaret E. Nichols of Tilton, young and popular
teacher of Commerce, died on December 15, 1948. We were
fortunate to find a Tilton man who could immediately as-
sume the work. Mr. Elmer I. LeLacheur, owner of the Oriole
Cabins, has a certificate in Steam and Electric Power Plant
Engineering from Wentworth Institute, and a B. S. degree
from Salem, Massachusetts Teachers College in Commerce.
He has studied at Boston University and has had experience
in accounting and business. Our previous Commerce teacher,
Mr. Earl Q. Sanborn, is serving in the Army.
Professional Training of Teachers
The teaching effectiveness of staff members can be ad-
vanced through study. Teachers under contract for the 1948-
49 school year were encouraged to enroll in a variety of
training programs, and as further inducement, some of the
expenses were paid by the school department. Opportunities
were provided in
:
1. An extension course in "Mental Hygiene" conducted
by Dr. Anna Philbrook, State Psychiatrist, in the Tilton-
Northfield High School from, 4:00-6:00 p. m. each Monday
afternoon from February to May 1948. This course was
taken by Mr. Ohesley, Miss Dearborn, Miss Gray, Mrs.
Gray, Miss Kott, Mr. Lucier, Miss Martin, Mrs. McCook,
Miss Nowicki, Miss Rochelle, Mr. Sakelarios, Mr. Sanborn,
Mrs. Frances Smith, Miss Natalie Smith, Mr. Taylor, Miss
Whitney, and Miss Wynott.
2. Columbia University's Intercession on "Science of the
Environment" at Plymouth Teachers College between June
14 and July 2, 1948. From Tilton-Northfield, Miss Dearborn,
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Miss Ford, Miss Hussey, Mrs. Gray, Miss Martin, Miss
Natalie Smith, Miss Surowiec, Miss Whitney and Miss
Wynott attended for two weeks each. Mrs. Meserve and Mr.
Mattoon were present for about a week each. This resulted
in a study outline in science for all elementary teachers in
the supervisory union.
3. Summer session attendance at New England colleges
was encouraged. Miss Gray, Mrs. Gray and Miss Martin
attended Plymouth Teachers College for six weeks each.
For a similar period, Miss Glaude was at Boston University,
Mr. Taylor and Miss Vogel at the University of New
Hampshire.
4. On September 7 and 8, 1948, a two-day in-service
training session on "Group Planning" was conducted in the
gymnasium of the Tilton-Northfield High School, and was
attended by all local teachers.
5. The Southern Winnipesaukee Teachers Association
holds bi-monthly meetings. The programs planned for the
year 1948-1949 by the teachers include
:
September 15, 1948—Specific Aids in Remedial Reading,
Asst. Prof. M. K. Seavey, Plymouth Teachers College.
November 3, 1948—Demonstration of the Tape Recorder
and Its Use in Language Arts, Fisk Visual Service.
January 5, 1949—Radio in Education, Representative
from WKXL.
March 2, 1949—Improvement in Reading by Tachisto-
scopic Projector, Dr. Austin L. Olney, Audio-Visual Center,
UNH.
May 4, 1949—Improvement in Health in the School En-
vironment, Dr. Lura Oak-Bruce, State Department of Edu-
cation.
6. On October 18, 19, 20, 1948, the teachers in the high
schools of Belmont, Bristol, and Tilton-Northfield combined
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for a three-day workshop on "Reorganizing the High School
Curriculum'' with Dr. Marcella R. Lawler of Teachers Col-
lege, Columbia University in charge of the all-day meetings
in Tilton.
7. During the Fall semester of Plymouth Teachers Col-
lege, an Extension Course in Language Arts is being taught
by Asst. Prof. Marion K. Seavey each Monday afternoon,
4:00-6:00 p. m., Tilton-Northfield High School. Local teach-
ers enrolled include Miss Cross, Mr. Cohen, Miss Gray, Miss
Martin, Mr. Taylor, Miss Whitney, and Miss Wynott.
8. Boston University has conducted a first-semester
course on School and Community Relations in Concord each
Thursday afternoon in the Fall of 1948, taught by Dr. Wor-
cester Warren.
9. The University of New Hampshire's English Depart-
ment furnishes Mr. John Baird as instructor for a second-
semester course in "Speech for Teachers." Twenty-two ses-
sions are to be held from January to May 1949, 4:00-6:00
p. m. Eleven sessions will he held in the Laconia High School
and the other eleven at the Tilton-Northfield High School.
From Tilton-Northfield, the following are enrolled : Mr.
Chesley, Miss Cross, Miss Gray, Miss Martin, Miss Natalie
Smith, Mr. Taylor, and Miss Wynott.
10. Miss Helen E. Martin of North Stratford, N. H.,
recognized as a person of superior teaching qualities, was
secured on a part-time basis to work with teachers in visual
education, social studies, science, and language arts. Vocal
music instruction continues under Miss Vogel's direction. In
the near future, boys and girls may secure broader cultural
experiences and training through the employment of part-
time teachers of instrumental music, drawing, physical edu-
cation, and hand writing.
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Regional Planning
The Tilton-Northfield teachers have been active in the
Southern Winnipesaukee Teachers Association, embracing
the personnel in the Tilton-Northfield Supervisory Union
No. 59. On April 28, 1948, the teachers attended a late after-
noon and early evening meeting at the Tilton-Northfield
High School. The theme of the program was : ''Thinking
Together on Regional Planning for the Lakes Region of New
Hampshire." At this meeting, a series of short talks were
given by experts of the New Hampshire Education Depart-
ment emphasizing three important changes or developments
which may affect New Hampshire education within the
next two, five or ten years. The trend in New Hampshire is
towards the establishment of regional schools in which can
be provided the educational offerings essential to the train-
ing of boys and girls in this complex age, modern plants to
provide facilities for a good health and play program, oppor-
tunities for instruction through films, pictures and slides, and
work experiences to prepare young men and women to earn a
living. In the regional units, buildings and grounds can be
spacious, rooms large, and school program expanded.
At the April 28th meeting, Dr. Gertrude M. Lewis, Super-
visor of Elementary Education, spoke on "Elementary School
Studies in the Immediate Future." Mr. Russell H. Leavitt,
Chief of the Division of Instruction, suggested "Practices
in High School Subject Offerings," and Miss Grace E. Fel-
ker, Director of Physical Education, explained "The Physi-
cal Education Program for Boys and Girls of All Ages."
Supper was served in the high school cafeteria, followed
by one of the scheduled business meetings of the Southern
Winnipesaukee Teachers Association.
In the evening, Mr. Walter M. May, State Director of
Vocational Education, spoke on "'Utilizing the Facilities in
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the Laconia Area Vocational School." Dr. John D. Lang-
muir, Executive Secretary of the New Hampshire Taxpay-
ers Federation, explained "The Public's Growing Interest
and Stake in Education." Mr. C. Maurice Gray, Superintend-
ent of Schools in Bristol, discussed "Educational Planning
on a Regional Basis."
In the morning of April 28th, superintendents in the
Lakes Region met to hear Mr. Rhoden B. Eddy of Laconia
describe "Highsehool Offerings to Serve the Area Com-
munity." Dr. William W. Smith of Gilford, University of
New Hampshire Extension Horticulturist, outlined "Agri-
cultural Ventures of Interest to Central New Hampshire
Young People." Mr. William A. Mahoney, Personnel Direc-
tor of Scott and Williams, listed "Job Opportunities in In-
dustry in the Lakes Region." Mr. Reid O. Besserer, Central
New Hampshire Y. M. C. A. Secretary spoke on "Summer
Jobs in Recreational Enterprises." Mr. Edward J. Gallagher,
Editor, Laconia Evening Citizen and member of the State
Planning and Development Commission, described "Region-
al Development of Central New Hampshire." Finally, Mr.
Donald F. Piper, then director of Youth Services, State
Board of Education, told of possibilities in a junior college
plan for youthful commuters.
i(
Science of the Environment" Course
Arrangements were made with Columbia University for
our teachers to attend a portion of the Intercession Field
Course in Science conducted on the campus of the Plymouth
Teachers College by professors from Columbia and visiting
professors from other colleges and universities. This course
was taught for four weeks in June and early July 1948. Un-
ion School teachers were asked to enroll for two weeks so
that there could be improvement in the teaching of science
among elementary pupils. As an incentive to undertake this
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course, expenses were paid in exchange for time, effort, and
travel. Union School teachers have contributed sections to a
tentative course of study in Elementary Science which is be-
ing written by teachers in this supervisory union. An 80-
page report will be issued for trial and constructive criticism
and revision early in January 1949.
State Department of Education Survey
In November 1948, Tilton-Northfield submitted a report
as a part of a survey of school building needs conducted by
the State Department of Education. Using the general
standard for classroom capacity as 25 elementary pupils, in
a room having 660 square feet of floor area, the Union
School is overcrowded when it has 355 enrolled in place of
a rated capacity of 270. Then too, the following serious
building deficiencies were indicated as "entirely lacking"
:
Gymnasium, locker room, shower facilities, cafeteria, library,
music rooms, practical arts or handwork rooms.
Visual Education
Pictures form a sort of universal language. Pupils learn
much more rapidly through picture study than through text-
book readings. Greater emphasis in instruction is being
placed on the use of visual aids to learning. One of these
means is motion pictures. Films are being obtained from
many sources for classroom use. A library of slide films,
still pictures, and stereopticon slides should become an im-
portant adjunct to our present equipment.
P. T. A.
The P. T. A. has made a fine start in Tilton-Northield and
can do much to bring the schools and the townspeople closer
together. Programs designed to furnish information on the





Twenty serial bonds totalling $85,000, were issued in
1938 by the School District for the construction of the Til-
ton-Northfield High School. Of these, 11 were outstanding
on July 1, 1948, and amounted to $49,000. The bonds are re-
payable $5,000 per year through 1953, and $4,000 per year
through 1958 with interest of 2 1/4% collected in October
and April.
on Principal Interest
October 15, 1948 $4,000 $551.25
April 15, 1949 506.25
October 15, 1949 $5,000 506.25
April 15, 1950 450.00
October 15, 1950 $5,000 450.00
April 15, 1951 393.75
October 15, 1951 $5,000 393.75
Long-Term Notes
Long-term notes carrying 3% interest were made per
$10,000 on July 6, 1948 and $10,000 on September 13, 1948.
One of these should be reduced about 1/5 when repayment of
unused funds can be done in the Spring of 1949. However,
at the present time there will be due
:
on Principal Interest
July 6, 1949 $1,000 $300.00
Sept. 13, 1949 $1,000 $300.00
Pinancial Support of Schools
Funds for schools were raised both at the annual school
district meeting on March 10, 1948, and at the adjourned
school district meeting on May 7, 1948.
At the adjourned meeting, May 7, the School Board and
Treasurer received authorization to make long-term notes
to a maximum amount of $20,000 to pay for proposed altera-
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tions in the Union School. When the changes have been
completed and bills paid, there may be $2,000 or more un-
used, to immediately repay part of the original loan at the
Citizens National Bank.
Under Article 8 of the Warrant for the annual School Dis-
trict meeting on March 10, the sum of $97,094.54 was raised
and appropriated for the support of public schools and the
payment of the statutory obligations of the district. To this
sum should be added $17,27470 as State Aid and $2,850.00
as estimated other receipts from high school tuition, trust
funds, dog licenses, and Federal aid, making a grand total of
$117,219.24 for school support in Tilton and Northfield.
This sum proves insufficient for the purpose. There will be
an operational deficit by the end of the current school year,
June 30, 1949.
In these months of fluctuating prices, how far ahead can
expenses be accurately predicted? Some say a month; others,
two months ; a few, six months. The period is short. But how
about the school department's estimates ?
In December 1947, estimates were made on the amounts of
money needed 18 months ahead to balance accounts in June
1949, but it was predicted that there could be no certainty
that estimates would prove exactly right, that a deficit might
be expected. Prices continued to rise, wages increased again,
pupils enrolled in greater numbers, school transportation
charges were changed, costs of books and paper jumped
again, fuel prices went up, and the charges for several other
items increased. What happens to estimates based on 1947
prices when 1949 expenses are paid?
Over the country, various experts estimate that prices
have advanced from 14% to 20% between 1948 and 1949. A
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conservative general average rise is 16%. What does a 16%
increase in the School Budget for 1948-9 mean? Now, 16%
of $117,219.24 is $18,955.08; but our operational deficit does
not equal 16%, it is about 9.4%, or close to $11,000.
With an estimated operational deficit of $11,000.00 for the













In past years, operational deficits have been financed by
loans with repayments distributed over a few years. By
borrowing $11,000 and repaying it in five equal installments
of $2,020, the tax burden would be spread over a period of
time rather than falling all in one year.
CONCLUSION
The parents and voters of Tilton and Northf ield are faced
with some crucial problems. We are living in an "atomic
age." The school program should be geared to give maturing
young people some of the finer aspects of modern education.
The schools are maintained as places for children to learn to
live and to work together. Here are some of the problems,
and possible solutions.
1. Enrollments in the primary years may increase 50%
by 1953. Where will more pupils be housed?
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(Add more rooms to the Union School and include
some of the facilities which are essential in a
modern elementary school plant.)
(Build several rooms in a wing at the high school
and make the whole structure large enough to
overcome the crowded conditions in rooms for
practical arts, cafeteria, music, and storage. Move
all the pupils from the second floor and assembly
room of the Union School to a new wing con-
nected to the high school and make a separate
unit for youngsters 10-14 years of age. Assign
small children to the rooms in the Union School.)
2. The demands of the present age and the increased
needs of youth can be met by expanding and improving the
school offerings. What should be done to meet the challenge ?
(Organize a health program which really benefits
every boy and girl, mentally, physically, spiritu-
ally.)
(Develop satisfactory play areas around the school
builldings.)
(Have the school buildings serve as community
centers until one can be maintained in the busi-
ness section of town.)
(Offer drawing or art, instrumental music, physical
education for small children, and work experi-
ences for secondary students.)
(Transport high school students to Laconia H. S.,
or Franklin H. S., where a variety of vocational
studies are offered.)
(Attract experienced teachers and retain their ser-
vices for longer periods of time in high school
work.)
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(Furnish an opportunity for the Headmaster and
some teachers to perform adequate guidance ser-
vices for young people.)
The questions asked at the beginning of this report are
worthy of re-emphasis in closing it
:
1. What facilities do we need to house the prospective
influx of pupils ?
2. What are the elements of a modern elementary school
program ?
3. How can we procure teachers to conduct a modern
school program in this "atomic age"?
In concluding this ninth annual report, I wish to express
again my appreciation to the members of the school board for
their critical questions, constructive suggestions, unfailing
support, and unselfish service ; to the teachers for their will-
ingness to venture into the study and trial of better teaching
techniques and materials, for their participation in teachers'
meetings and study courses, and for their industry and en-
thusiasm
; to the parents for their interest in the work of the
schools, and for their contributions to the school program ; to
specialized workers in health, music, and driver education for
their conscientious endeavors ; and to all others who in divers
ways have made educational progress possible for large num-
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